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• EV 4V .00 33 .U K (H ) be tween the Comm issio n o f the European Comm unit ies
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• entitled 'Reg io na l Mode lling o f Ac id ificat ion a nd Pred ic ting
Reve rs ib ility '. The rese arch has been car ried out at th e
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Summary .
• Objectives 
• The objectives o f the research have been to apply mathematical
models o f catchment acidification processes to several key
• catchments , extend the modelling to a reg ional scale , linking mode ls
to an air pollution model and invest igate the e ffects o f d ifferent
• emm ission strateg ies on stream water quality .
• Modellin Lon Term Trends in Ac idifica tion
• The MAG IC mode l (Model o f Acid ification o f Groundwaters in
-
Ca tchments ) has been applied to a range o f catchments in Scotland
• and Wa les .
• Section 1 o f this report desc ribes the application o f MAG IC to the
Llyn Brianne ca tchments in South-West Wa les and to the Plynlimon
• Catchments in M id-Wa les . In both areas MAGIC is shown to prov ide
an excellent description o f long term catchment acid ification
• processes . Fo r both grassland and forested catchments the mode l
reproduces observed chem istry and can be used to assess the
• impacts o f land use change such as a fforestation . It is shown
that a fforestation inc eases the sulphate loading into catchmen t
• by up to 80% and this has a major detrimen tal e ffect increasing
water acid ity and increasing alum in ium levels .
•
The MAG IC m ode l has also been applied to severa l catchments in
• Sco tland including Loch Dee in South-West Scotland and the Allt a
Mharcaidh in the Cairngorms. Section 2 o f this report describes
• the mode l 's app lications in these two areas . The Loch Dee
catchments show a sim ilar re sponse to catchments in Wa les in that
• historical acid ification has been significant. However , the Allt
a Mharcaidh catchment appears to be undergoing a tran sition from a
• relative ly unacid ified system to an acidified ca tchment . The
major factor that has prevented rapid acid ification has been the
• ab ility o f the so ils in the A llt a Mharcaidh to adsorb sulphate
deposited in the catchment . As this natural buffering capacity is
0 utilised there w ill be increasing .acidity in the catchment and
•
••
•
thus the Allt a Mharcaidh represents a transitional catchmenL
•
Re ional Modellin Studies
•
In order to assess the impact o f acidification acro ss a country or
reg ion it is necessary to employ a Monte Carlo strategy coupled to
•
the MAG IC model . In th is approach key parameters are identified
and their variability across a region assessed . For example , soil
•
base sa turation leve ls w ill range from low leve ls on thin granitic
system s to high levels on calcareous soils . Sim ilar ly
•
hydrolog ical and chem ical inputs w ill vary acro ss a region .
These reg iona l varia tions are incorporated into the Mo nte Carlo
•
approach and distributions of water quality across a region are
simulated . The regiona l simulations for South-West Scotland and
•
Wales are presented in section 3 o f the report and for both areas
the observed distributions match the simulated distr ibutions . The
Monte Carlo approach provides a particularly use ful technique for
simulating regiona l behav iour .
•
. Effects o f Deposition Reductions and Reve rsibili t o f Acid ification
In sections 1, 2 and 3 examples are g iven of th e effects o f
•
deposition reductions on stream water qua lity . At sites in
Scotland and Wales and in the regiona l studies reversibility is
•
shown to be feasible although there is evidence that a significant
and sustained reverse w ill only be achieved by major reductions in
•
deposition levels o f the order o f 60% . Fo r catchments w ith
particu larly thin so ils and low buffering capac ity a smaller
reduction w ill produce a short term recovery bu t the continuing
loss of buffering capacity w ill eventually lead to increased stream
•
water acid ification .
•
. Future Research
•
The site specification applications o f MAG IC w ill be continued
with particular emphasis on comparison w ith pa laeoeco logica l data
•
for model validation .
••
• The reg iona l analy sis w ill be extended to other area s o f the UK
and , to th is end , da ta bases a re be ing co llecte d for Scotland ,
• No rthe rn Ire land and So u th-W est England .
• The MAG IC re sults w ill be linked w ith bio log ica l mode ls to
inve stig ate the reversib ility o f both chem ica l and b io logical
• behav io ur . In add ition , a sta tist ica l pro cedu re wil l be deve loped
to prov ide in formatio n o n the range o f chem ica l variations about
the annual means predicted by MAGIC . In formation on the extreme s
o f behav iou r w ill be partic ula r ly im portan t from the b io log ica l
• v iewpo in t .
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ABSTRA CT
Whi ti bdad. S I lo rniing. NI . Cosby.  .1 .  Neal, C. and Par icos, 1968. St ream Acid :fi -
t-mite: t r u :: , k ; h t. Welsh Uplands • A nioder ing study of the L lyn Briannc catchments.  J .
Hydrul . 10:: 191- 212.
Hi stor ical reconst ruct ions and predict ions of streamwa ter acidi ficat ion are presented for
moorl and /I nd afforested catchments in the Welsh Uplands at 1.1yn Br ianne. The model M A G IC(Model of Acidi ficat ion or Groundwater in Catchments) is cal ibrated using data fr om a moorland
catchment and val idated by appl icat ion to a forested catchment . Whi le atmospher ic deposit ion is
shown to  be t he pr imary cause of stream acidi fi cat ion, coni fer af orestat ion can enhance stream
acidi ty. The histor ical trends determined by the model indicate that acidi fi cation has been present
since the tur n of the century and wi l l cont inue unl ess either deposit ion levels are reduced
signi fi cant ly or other l and management act ions such as l iming are undertaken on a major scale.
INTRODUCTION
Catchment studies investi gati ng the acidic behav iour of upland st reams ar e
expensive, t ime consuming and difficul t to establ ish due to the complexity of
hydrological, chemical and biological interact ions. Nevertheless many
catchment studi es have been and are being established to evaluate short-term
and long-term fl uctuat ions in stream water chemistry . For example as part of
the j oi nt Scandinavi an- Br it ish Surface Water Acidi fi cat ion Programme
(Mason and Seip, 1985) major studies are being established i n the U.K. and
Scandinavia. Other studies have recently been establ ished in the U.K . such as
the Welsh Water Depart ment of Envi ronment Llyn Brianne Study (Stoner et
al., 1984), the Solway Ri ver Pur i fi cat ion Board Loch Dee Study (Burns et al .,
1982), the Freshwater Fisher ies Laboratory Loch Ard Study (Harr iman and -
Morr ison, 1981) and the Generating Board (CEGB) Loch Fleet Study (Howel ls,
1986). These studies fol low mount ing concern over the loss of fisheries i n
Scotland and Wales and the possible detr imental effects of stream acidi ty on
0022.1G04/88/$03.50 © IS8,3 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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water resources. Several researchers involved in these studies (Har r iman and -
•
Mor r ison, 1931; Stoner, 1955) have reported elevated acidi ty and aluminium
levels in upland streams drai ning afforested (coni fer) cat chments in the U.K.
Moreover i n many of the studies fish populat ions have deteriorated and
•
restocking programmes have been unsuccessful .
It is wi th these problems in mind that the Inst i tute of l lydrology has estab-
lished and suppor ted catchment studies i n Scot land and Wales. In Wales, the
•
Institute of Hydrology is invol ved i n two pr i ncipal study areas, namely
Plynl imon (see Hor nung, 1986; Neal et al., 1986; Whi tehead et al ., 1988) and
Llyn Br ianne (Stoner et al ., 1984). As part of the Llyn Brianne study the
•
Insti tute of Hydrol ogy is responsible for developing hydrochemical models
which can be used to assess bot h shor t-term acid pulses and long-term t rends
in catch:r ent acidi ty . In this paper the MAGI C model has been appl ied to
•
moorl and and forestedcatchments at L lyn Br ianne to investi gate long-term
t rends it) acali ficat ion and to test the model val idity.
THE ' ,LYN HRIA NNE CATCHM ENT STUDY
Recent wor k by t he Welsh Water (Stoner et al ., 1934; Stoner and Gee, 1085)
has f- u: p.ysteil H at. :icidity :Ind al uminium levels i n many of the st reams of the
Upper 1 owy ca tchment , i n which t he L ly n l3rianne r iver regulat ion reservo i r
is si t ua ted, are episodica lly very high. M oreover many st reams cannot suppor t
•
fish and have depleted populat ions of aquat ic plants and animal s. Problems
appear to be :nest acute in afforested catchments, par t icularly those where
streamwaters are characterised by total hardnesses of less than 8 mg (as
•
CaCO3). Furthermore, the problem appears to be widespread in the extensive
area of upland Wales underl ain by chemicall y inert Ordi vi cian and Sil ur ian
rocks which are characterised by acid, often peaty, soi ls and streamwater of
•
very low hardness. Acid rainfal l appears to be a contribut ory cause of st ream-
water acidi ty , despite the fact that the area l ies to the west of t lw urban/
industrial areas of Great Bri tain. Recent surveys have suggested that the
•
rai nfal l is on average as acid as many sites in Scot land and Northern Europe
(Donald et al., 1956).
Because of general concern about acid streamwaters and acid rainfal l , a
•
major mul tidiscipli nary research programme was commissioned in 1984 by the
Depart ment of the Environment and the Welsh ofi ce, the proj ect being co-
ordinated by t he Welsh Water. The proj ect has as i ts primary aim an
•
assessment of the effects of di fferent types of land use (particular ly afforest-
at ion) and land nmnagement pract ice on stream acidity. Fourteen catchments
were selected for i ntensive study in the Llyn Br ianne area; five act ing as
•
cont rols; eight are used to assess the impact of a variety of land management
t reatments; and one to assess the effects of artifi ci al acidi fi cation experiments
•
Fig. I . M aps showing L lyn  Brianne,area geology, land use, annual  rainfa l l and  monitoring sites.
•
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(Table i and Fig. I). The presen t study concentr ates upon cond it ions pr eva iling
•
in j ust th ree of th e four teen ca tchments (L11, C15, a nd LIG) a nd looks a t the
possibi li ty of modelling the longd erm tr ends in acidi fi ca tion a t Llyn Bria nne.
•
CATCHMENT DESCRI r TIONS
LI 1 is the la rges t catchment being stud ied (2.53 km' ) and C I5 is one of the
•
sma llest (0.34 km” . LW, a lt hough fair ly sma ll (0.68 km:), exh ibits the highest
dra inage dens ity (2.74 km km ' ) a nd cha nnel s lope (194 m km- I), and hence
exh ibi ts a distinct ly mo re rapid hydrolog ical response.
•
Al l th ree ca tchmen ts a re underla in hy Lower Silu ria n shales, mu dstones ,
grey wa ckes a nd gr it s, wi th the sha les and mu dstones being dominant (Fig. 1).
The dr ift materia ls pr esent a re on ly loca lly derived and lie main ly on the
•
in terfluves and uppe r s lopes in thin layers ( < 1 m), alt hough so me of the lower
slopes a nd va lley bo ttoms have th icker masses of up to 5m in depth , pa r ticu-
la r ly in LI6 where the dr ift appea rs especia lly base r ich (Hor nung, 1986).
•
Ava ilable so il in forma t ion indicates that LI 1 is domi nated by brown podzolic
soi ls (34%), ferr ic s tagnopodzols (19%), cambic sta gnohumic gleys (12%),
hum ic gleys (19%), a nd raw pea t soils (12% ) at an a verage dep th of 0.75 m. C15
•
is domina ted by brown podzolics (21%), ferr ic sta gnopodzols (23%), and cambic
stagnoh umic gleys (25%), a ll of a similar depth . LIG is dominated by brown
podzolic so ils (ca . 40%), s ta gnopodzo ls (ca . 50%), pea t (ca . 5% ), and a va lley
•
bot tom complex located on t hick drift (ca . 5%), aga in at a s im ila r depth .
The chemist ry of the ma in so ils in each catchment is summar ised in T able 2.
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Al l the soi ls are acid , wi th low percentage base saturations and exchange
•
complexes dominated by aluminium. The subsoi l , 13s and C hor izons show li t tl e
var iat ion i n chemist ry. The main di f erences occur in the surface hor izon and
refl ect the accumulat ion of vary i ng amounts of organic matter and the develop-
•
ment, in some of the soi ls, of an eluviated E hor izon.• The di fferences i n the
Sur face hor izons refl ect the accumulation of humus and, i n the stagnopodzols,
the development of a very acid , peaty horizon. The E hor izons tend to have
•
higher levels of exchangeable aluminium than the underlying Bs and C
hor izons, Moro importantly, the i ron pan stagnopodzols under 25 year old Sitka
Spruce are remarkably acid th roughout their profi le, especial ly in catchment
•
LI I . More detai led soi l i nfor mation is available elsewhere (Hornung, 1986).
The vegetat ion cover of L IG and C15 is dominated by grass moorland, pr inci-
pal ly  Festuca  spp.,  Ag rossis  spp.,  Nardus  spp., and  Moli nia caerulca.  However,
•
1.11 has been total ly afforested largely wi th Si tka Spruce  (Picea Sitchcnsis),
plat ting having commenced i n 1958 (Fig. I ).
•
PRESENT DAY RA IN FA LL A ND ST RE A M QUA NTIT Y A N D QUA L IT Y
Rainfal l quant ity and  qual i ty
•
The mean annual rai nfal l at C15 has been est imated at 1800 mm, whi le at LAI
and LW the corresponding figure is at least 1900 mm (H g. 1). I lowever,
•
catchment rainfal l amounts can vary considerably wi th both al ti tude and
aspect (Hornung, 1986).
• TA BLE 3
Bul k preci pit at ion chemi st ry at si t es C7 and L3 fo r 1984
• C7 L3
•
n mean wt .rri sd n mean w t .ro sd
pH 34 4.7 4.2 0.8 33 4 9 4. / 0.9
N H, 35 31 31 37 34 40 39 48
•
NO3 35 44 44
CI 35 177 142
11 34 38 37 49
241 34 144 113 183
80 , 35 76 71 56 34 86 77 65
N a 34 147 114 198 32 109 90 108
•
K
M g
34 8 8 8 32 7
30
7
34 36 29 48 32 25
8
30
Cu 33 21 17 22 32 30 28 36
•
I I I 34 63 59 143 33 44 50 73
A l l un i ts in pep I - I except pH . n i s t he n um ber a samples; wt .m is the vo lume wei ghted mean; and
sd is standard devia t ion.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Smal l var iat ions in catchment hydrology, soi ls and geochemist ry can have •
•
signi ficant effects on the long.term behaviour of stream chemistry. I t is
essential therefore to col lect detailed data on hydrology, geology and soi ls
prior to model l ing studies.
•
•
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•
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•
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caich neni s ii i t he \ Ve ld t U p lands at Ply ntimon. MAGIC (Model of A cid i f ic at io n o f G ro undw ate r I n (hatch men ts) is
cal ib rated by aopl ic azio n to ii i of fo rest ed catchment . MAGIC is used to i llustrate I I I :I I ri l m o s p n e r i e depo sit io n is
pr i mar i ly responsible fi l l . t ' c a nt ;widi ficat ion ha: that conifer afforestation can enha nc e Sl r e a n i a c i d i t y . The hi.norical
•
trends d'etettnined b y t he mo del il l ust r ate tha t lo nr.,.t c rin a e i d i f iCa t i o n ha,:  been p re s e n t ra n ee i l l e t o r n O f t h e Ce n t u r y
a n d n d l CO n l i n t re v i n e s . e i t n e r d e p 0 s i t i O n l e s e l s d I C i dd ik ed s i e n i f i Ca n t Iy o r L u n n n t i n d e nt A c t i o n a tn a p m s t a i r .
410 A c r l i t t a i i e n s i i t ic I i i i i A f fo re st :a i r .
IN FRO D U C H O N
• Stream acidi f ieation Ca n be c o l l s i d e f e d as a problem involving two t imescales. O n the one hand there are
signi f icant shor t-ter rn pul ses o r fl ushes o f acidit y wh ich . in smal l upl and catchments occur on an hour ly
ti mescale and refl ect hydro logical changes (e g , sto rm events) in the catchmen t ( Whitehead e( at 1986a).
T hese acid pulses may he very sever e causing considerable damage to f isheries (Stoner el td. , 19S4) . T he
short li ved acid e v e n ts are supet imposed upon the ef fects of lo nger ter m acid if icat ion processes. U pland
•
catchments in W e s t e r l l R i l a i n h:o e been subj ected to high levels of acid deposit ion htr many years. since
the start of the industr ial revolution i n the nineteenth centur y. T he buf fer ing ab i l ity of the soi ls and rocks
Can , however . del ay anv resul tMg catchment acidi f icat ion fo r many decades. T he magni tude of the
•
short -terIn p r l i SC S : I r e hig hly dependent on how far t h e lo ne-term process of acid i fication has pro gressed
withi n a Ca t Ch i l t e r l t I i i any acid if icatio n study it is im portant to evaluate the current siatus of catchment
ac id i t y and the hi sto r ical t rends and processes that have occurred.
•
It is wi th these p iobl eins i ll ni nd that the I nst it u te of H yd ro logy ( IH ) and Insti tute of Ter restr ial
Ecology (1T E) have establ ished catchment studies in Scotl and and Wales. In Wales thew are two
pr incipal study areas . namel y Pl ynl imon (see I l ornung c ti l . 198(i : Neal et ttl . , 1985) and L lyn f3rianne
•
(Stoner o td. . 19ti -1) . In bo th stud ies I l l is responsible fo r developing hydrochemical models ts hich can he
(i8.145- 6(is7;s .80 110 011-t I4 SI10 .11t1 Received 8 Semeniber / 95 7
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used 10 a SSe SS bo th shor ti er ni pulses and long-term t rends in catchment acidit y. In Scot land
catchments in the Gal loway Region of southwest Scot land at Loch Ik e are being investigated ( Bu rris el
al . . 1982, Cosby c/ al . . 1986) and a new catchment study has been establ ished in t he Cairngo rms at the
A l l t a Mharcaidh under the auspices of the Ro yal Society Sur face Wat er A cidi ficat io n Proj ect ( Mason
and Scip , 1985, Jenkins cl al . , 1987) .
In this paper the long-ter m acid if icat io n p rocesses at Plynlimon are considered and the model M A G IC
appl ied to a small gr assland catchment . T he ef fects on the grassland catchment of growing a f o r e SI are
I l k .° in s est i ga ted usi n g the model and M A G IC is vali dated by reference to fo rest st re am Che m ist t v .
1.1 PI Y N L I M O N Ir N IT .RIM ENT A L CAT CI IM ENT
Rivets W ye :Ind S t: v e t I I M e .k i t: Ph al l i /n o n e spc i i m e n ta l cab -h im : n u: co m p l isi ng t he h e: ta w :n e t s o f t he
lo c ., Ic t i i n t h e e a s t e t o s l o p e s o f t h e P k a l l t h b a n ea ; t s a p p l o s I M I I I V I V 2.-1 k m f rom the w e‘ t co as t 0 1 w id t7‘ .
a t :d i n t:d es ss In ch a l l s: e b et w ee n 51111in a n d 750 In a b o v e Se a l e v e l . T I l e a r e a is u nd e l lam b y base -p [n i t
' J un in ud sto nes _ sh al es . and iv i t s upon which a mosaic of acid upland so ils (siagnopodzols,
glut s. hi own podzolie so ils, tanke rs and peal s) have developed . U ndedyi ng the soils in some pai ts o f the
C n e b n i s n r I n c dri ft deposits o f bo u ld e r clay and col luvi um der ived from the bedrock . Land -use in the
upper W ve consists o f sheep gi azing 0 11 acid seminatu ral ,Vaulas-Agrav is-Fcy aca 12. r a s s i a n d ; o l d a r e I nI
im prm ed by the appl icat io n cif tune and co mpound fert i li zer ( I lo t nung et ol . . 1986) . T he axerage grazing
density is I I ewe ha The majo r it y o f the upper Severn catchment is covered by pl antatio n coni fer
fo rest consisting mainly of Sit ka spruce (Pa ra shchen.sis) bind No i way spruce (Picea afr o ) planted in
three phases between 1937 and 1964. T he forest has been es tensively drained by ploughing and d itching:
these di tches cut thro ugh t he v ar io us so i l hor izons and , in sonic cases, penetrate to bed rock . The
catchments are described in greater detai l hy Newson ( 1976) .
Data fro m two fi i ia-order catchments are presented in th is paper . T he seminatui al grassland
catchment . C2, is lo cated in the Cy ff catchment o f the U pper Wye (Figure I ) . 't he fo rest site. 1:7.
situated in the I lore catchment of the U pper Severn , and w as p la n ted w i t h S i t k a sp r uce i n 1949 . R o t h
ca tc h m e n ts arc o f sim i l ar si ze ( 7- 4 ha) and co ntain a shmlar range and distr ibution of so ilsb they dif fer
only I n land-use and vegetatio n.
T he rainfal l and runo ff chemistry fo r the on intpro ved grassland catchment . C2. ;md the fo rest st ream .
1:2. is shown in .1-able 1.
The fo rest catchment runo ff is signi ficant ly mo re acid ic with an aver age p1-1 of 4-7 compared to that of
the grassland si te C2, w ith 5.3. The region is subject to high rainfal l (3030 m i n per year) and rainfall
chemiso y is do minated by mar i ne sal ts (N a. K . Mg. and C1) . however sulphate levels a r e high and well in
e cess o f niar ine levels, indicat in g that anthro progen ic sources of sul phate are signif icant . ( Reynol ds ef
al. . 1984) .
Soi ls a re thin (depth c. 0 -75 in ) and base poor wit h a base saturation of 7.5 per cent and cat io n cschange
capaen y o f -IS-3 !leg kg-
CO NCEPT U A L BA SIS O F M A G IC
' N C 1110 S1 ser io us effects of acidic deposi tio n on catchment surface water quali ty arc though t to he
decreased p1-1 and alkal in i ty an d increased base cat ion and alum in ium concent rations. In k eeping wit h ;i n
a g li r e t2 a l e d approach to model l ing whole catchmen ts, a r e l a t ive ly sm a l l number o f important soi l
pi ocesses—processes that could be treated by re ference to average so il proper ties—could produce these
responses. In two impel s. Reuss ( 1980, 1983) proposed a simple system of reactions descr ib ing the
equi l ibr ium between disso lved and adsorbed io ns in the so il- so il water system. Reuss and Johnson ( 1985)
et panded th is system o f equati ons to include the ef fects of carbonic acid resul t ing (re in elevated CO ,
par tia l pressure in so i ls and demonstrated that l arge c h ange s in sur face water chemist ry wo uld be
espected as ei ther CO 2 or sulphate concent rat io ns var ied in the soi l water . M A G IC has i s roo ts in the
I L L IS,
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Reuss—Jo hnson conceptual systemt but has been expanded from their simp le two-component (CA -A l)
system to include o ther importan t catio ns and anions in catchment so i l and surface waters.
A tmospheer ic deposit io n , mineral weathering. and exchange processes in the soi l and so il water arc
assumed to be respo nsible for the observed sur face water chemist ry in a catchment . A lkal ini ty is
generated in the soi l wate r by the fo rmat io n of bicarbonate from disso lved CO 2 and water :
••
•
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B ie w h o ri a k2 i o n Co i l i e l l ; : :: I ; ( g i S i l l so d w a t e r d i e c a l Cu l a l c d ri s i W l. I l l e fam i l iar telal io nsh ips betn een the
p a t I !a l p ressu re o f CO : 0 %0 .. ann) and hydrogen ion acl ivny in the so il w ate r :
l '!“ ).
0
P I CO KI - - t --
l I I ' i
(2)
•
v hei r: th e com bined co nstant KC is kno w n fo r ii given te mperat ure (Sbnu m and M o rgan. 197(1)
T he f ree hyd rogen ion pl oduced ( Equat io n I ) reacts u n it an alum in ium in ineral ( e .g . gibl isi le ) i n Me
soil :
• Al i * + A l(O I l ) t(s) = A l ; * + 3" 0 (3)
•
T he M A G IC model assumes cubic eq u il ib r ium relat io nship be tween A l and I I . T he eq ui lib r ium
exp ression for t h is react io n is
•
K =
V I " (4)
•
where th e acco lades ind icate aq ueo us acti v it ies. C lassical ly this is co nsidered as relat io nshi p to A RON ),
solub i lny co nt ro ls. I l ou eve r here as i n m ost p revio us mode ll ing stud ies. wh i le a c u b i c i c i a l ro l i s h rp iS SI M
W- e d i t rep i esents po ten ti al ly a k a r ie t y o f chemical react ions. A s such the equil ib r ia co nstant does no t
•
have to l im e t he saint: fo r t he solubi li ty product for gibbsii e . Several aqueo us complex:16mi reactions of
A l " are included in i he model (Cosby et al ..  19S3) . T hese react io ns are te m per:m i l e dependent and
appropriate corrections for icmpeian i te and io nic st rength a r e In : 0 c in the model.
•
General ly . i he cat io n exchange si res On the soi l mair ix have higher aff init y for the tr ivalent al unn nium
cati o n t han f o r d i - o r mono va len t base cat io ns . A n exchanoe of cations between t he disso lved and
adsorbed phase resul ts
• A l ‘ + 313CX(s) = A lX ;(s) + 313C (5)
•
i% here N is used ro deno te .in adso rbed phase and BC ' represents a base catio n . The net result of these
reac ti ons is the product io n o f alkal in ity (e.g . C a(H CO T.) : ) . A s CO . part ial p ressure o r the as in labi lity
base cat ions on the soi l e. chail i2e sites increases. i he equi li br ium rcacl io ns p roceed fur i her to the l ight
•
hand side in each CA M: result ing in h igher alkal ini ty .
•
•
%In un nsr• s t  Af  11)11 non
When the solutio n i s r e m o v e d from she contact w it h the so i l mat rix and is exposed to i he fit mosphere
(Le soil water co rers the si t eam channel) , the CO 2 par tial p ressure o f the solution decl ines. T he pl I of
the solut io n increases as CO . is lo st to the atmosphere. Because the so lution is no Longe r in contact wit h
the soil mat rix . cat io n exchange react ions no lo nger occur . T he alkal inity and base catio n concent rations
arc thus unchanged .
If the exchangeable base cat io ns on the sods become depleted . less aluminiu m is exchanged fro nt the
so i l w a f e r ( E q u a t io n 3) and i he A l ' • co ncent ration in she water ente ring the strearn is higher . A s the
streamwaler loses CO : mud the p i t b e g i n s l o d se . t h e solubi l it y of al umi nium Sp ec ie s i n the s t r e a m is
exceeded and a sol id phase o f i li riii i trrri ri i p r e c i p i l a t e S. T h e Se * m 111113111 p r e Ci p i t a l i o n r e a c t i o n s r e t a r d t h e
i n Cr en Sc Of Va e a n n in i c i p l i i s h e CO L. degasses. i n lower si neamwater H I fo r the case where
exchanceahle cano ns :1;.2 less avail able
Less atIsm omi n of alumin iu m bv M e !m i ld :ilSo d e c r e a s e s d i e so rk i n d Si l l fa c e w a t e r a l k a l i n i t y . C o n s id e r
a n si l h i e c i t t e d t le f i ca t -o r o t t h e M k : a m i t y o f so i l :m i l snu l a Ce %C OG S:
A L K = ( HCO .1- ) - ( I l ) • 3(A l." )
o lsc e i he p a : c i r t i ne se s ind icase mo lar co ncent ratio ns. I t is a p p a r e n t that a s the abi lity o f the catchment
soils l o e s c lu n ee A l 3 • d e c l i n e s a a i l a l u a n n i t i i i i a n d has M o g e n io n c o n c e n t r a t io n s i ncrease. the alkal ini ty of
the solutio n must decl ine , even though the soutee of I W O, - is not af fects:f f.
l ite process o f acid If icat io n is co nt ro l led in parr by the ate at which the eXch angeable base cat io ns on
the so:I are dep leted This  1;1  tu t u is af fected by i he rate of r e -Su p p l y t h r o u g h w e a t h e r i n g o f base canons
from p r i n i a r y m i n e r a l s and the rate o f loss through leachinr_ of base cat io ns fm ni the so i l . Leachi ng of
base canons is affected mainl y b y she co ncent rat ion o f St ro n g acid anions ( i .e. SO4 2- NO , • Cr . and
V ) and base cat ions in the solutio n moving i brough i he So i l . A s anions increase i n c o n ce n t r a t i o n , t het e
must h e a n equix aler t increase in car io n c o l a t i l t r a t i o n t o M a i n t a i n a chai ge bal ance.
The model calcu lates i he concentrat io ns o f four st ro ng a c i d a n i o n s i n bo th sod sou l streamwater
(SOY - . 0 - NO v- . and n ). Sulphate has an adsorbed p h a se i n so i l and the relationshi p between
fidsorbed phase ( E, . meni kg- ' ) ;,nd I he c o n c e n t r a t io n o f d i sso l v e d sulphate (S0 - tneci in " ) i n sod
water is assumed to follow a Langnsurr i se r h e r no ( S o rUl l . 19 8 4 ) .
C + ( 5 0 42 - )
i n a Nt in u m adsw ptio n capaci ty of the soi ls ( tnest kg - ' )
= hal f sat urat io n concetu rat io n 0 :l eg os- •' )
=
If anions der ived f rom mmosphenc deposi tio n a r e a c c o n i p a l l i e d by I.i * . f is is the ease fo r acid
deposit io ns. she excess I I w il l in i t i al ly d ispl ace base cat ions front the so i l exchange sites. A s the base
sa n i t a t io n decl ines. a l l i n ni n i t r i n r i n d hyd rogen io n become increasingly im po rtant in maintain* the io nic
charge balance in so lut ion . T he st at er del ivered to the stream becomes more acidic as the acidic
deposition persists.
T he model assumes that o idy A l ." and four base canons are involved in cat ion exchange between sod
and soil sol uti on. T he exchange reactio ns a r e m o d e l le d a s su m i n g a n equ il ib r ium-l i ke expression (G aines
and •Fhont is, i 953) :
(13C -.i ' CA, I BC I' EA,
lAl" 12C I( [ A l "
O r (S)
For divalent o r monovalent base cat io ns respect ively , %t here Me M ackets indicate aqueous act iv i t ies.
SA, ist • is a select ivi ry coef f icient ( Reuss. 1983) and the l i „ .s ind icate exchangeable fracl io ns of the
••
•
r
•
appro pi tare io ns o n th e so i l co m ples . I f the amount of Ca' " on the soi l o f a catchment wel t, eiven N
mcg ke - I  then
•
X
(9)C EC
• %shere CFC is the cat io n exchange capaci ty o f the soi l ( ineq kg- 1) .
T he base satur at ion ( RS) of the soi l is then sum of the exchangeable f ract io ns of base cal ins:
•
= Et: Em EK = I — EA, ( W)
•
11 th e atuni i ii ium_l i;,, ,• cat io n exchange eq uat io ns the ii iot le i N) al e CO " : " O A \ 1/4 " 11
c q u a l i o n -0 . the resul ts a l e e q U a l i o n ti G a m e \ - t h o i rr a •
c s1 e sit i i s I i l 11 1 10 12e l t ! t i n - base cat io n e x c h d l l g c S.
•
1 he parattle tei s klesci th ing t he cat ion exchange process in the m odel ti re : h e , clect is us. rioef i.lcient s.
SA, „ C (one cosi t fu reni fo r eac h base cat io n . Ca' . NIg2. K ' ) and the so d canon exchange capaci ty .
CE(2.
The NIA G IC model is co mposed o f:
A set o f equi l ibr ium equat io ns winch q uanti tatively descr ibe the eqdi li b r iti m soi l processes and the
chemical changes that occu r as soi l wate r ente rs the stream channel
•
A set of M a s s balance equat io ns which quantit atively descr ibe the catchm ent input-o utpu t
relanonships fo r base cat io ns and strong acid zi ll ions in precip itatio n and streamw ater
set of def init io ns which rel ate the variabl es i n t h e equi libr ium equatio ns to the var iables in die mass
•
balance equations.
Detai ls of the equatio ns and the tootle! structure have been given by Cosby el ni ( 19ti 5a).
•
SIM U L A T IO N RESU LTS
•
M A CUC had been appli ed to t he gr assland catchment . C2. usino the pat ter n o f emissio ns shown in H ems:
2 to chase the 'node!. T he assumed deposi tio n shows the signi f icant i ncreases in sulphate loadi ngs since
1900 wi th a peak reached in 1970 m m a. Since 1970 levels have fallen by app roxi ately 25 per
•
A R o se n b r o C k o p l i M i l a n o l l w a s appl ied init ial ly to provide best estimaies o f the key paramete rs il l the
model. .f hese include 11 the m ax im um sulphate adsorpt io n rate . ni trate and ammo nia uptake i ates.
weather ing rates, selectiv i ty coef f ic ients, and the par t ial pressure o f CO 2. From the opt imizat ion runs the
•
parameters shown in T able 11 were obtai ned . T his is the fi rst research at Plynlimo n i n w bich such
parameters li m e been estimated and labo ratory analysis is Cu r r e n t l y being undc i takc n to evaluate the
selecti vit y coeff icients fo r co mpar ison with model estimates.
•
T hese opt imal parameter values i nd icate
( a ) T he nigh rarcs o f " Wake o f and n i " PresunLiblY by d ie ' euLCtzutiOtt
( h) T he high rates o f weather ing o f Ca, M g, Na
•
(e) T he signi f icant add it io nal lo ad ings o f sulp hate v ia the occult and dry depo sit ion facto r
(d) T he relat ively high sto rage o f su lphate on the soils. Here the E„ „ represents the maximum uptake
capaci ty and at 3 38 C is fai r!y hieh compared to other catchment stud ies (see W hi tehead et ol ..
•
I 987)
A t  p ical si in ula t io n o f p H in dic catchment (see Figure 3) shows relati vely high background p l l wi th a
•
decreasing trend which acceler ates i n the pe riod 194(1- 1970 to give a rapid fal l in pH. Note . howo et .
slight recovery i n p 1 1 i n the cai ls 1950s N ett represents response to the fall ing deposit io n levels. Table
I ! I shows the simu lated catch ment chem isury i  h i c h compares extremel y well w i th the obscrs Lid chemistry
•
for C2 shown in T able I T he t rends in p 11 decline match closely with the trends in algal changes
•
•
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dei ci m incd by Fritz et rd. ( 19S6) . Bat ty/ rho : et rd. ( 19;6 ) Il l Wales and Galloway iespcel iveiy . -l i re long
l e f i n dec line is a resul t o f progressive I0 %% e l ing o f base saturat io n (see 1: //2WI C 4 ) c a l l s e d hy the he nag
of catio ns by incomi ng acidity.  I n  Plyn limo n the base saturat io n is ini ti al ly high at 11.; per cent but by I9S4
has been reduced to 4.2 per cent a very leue let cl fo r soils.
A n impor tan t aspect o f acidi fi cat io n is the release o f. aluin ini um into the soi l and sli eum water . Fish :ire
particular ly sensit ive t o elevated al uminium levels and it is im portant water qual ity parameter wi th re ea l d
10 other stream fauna such :Is invertebrates. Fiume S shows the simulated tot al alumin iu m levels fo r the
grassland catchment , histo rical levels me %cry lo w but by 19S11 ate j ust beginni ng to l isei
EFFECT S O F A FFO REST A T IO N
The effects of af forestat io n on iicidi fi cat ion trends can be highly signi ficant . Firstly hydio logical f loss pat hs
change fo l lowing increased drainage . then enhanced evapoi ranspi ration concent rates solutes, and finally
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Once Ca no p y d o su r c i S Co m p le te a maj or ackluim ial influx of sulphate and ni m ine sal ts is achieved \ l a
occult and d ry deposit io n . T he ef fects o f hyd rological changes has been invest igated by Whitehead id,
( 19Shb) . In the curren t study the ef fects o f al ter ing the evapot ranspirat io n raft and d ry and occul t
deposi ti on fo l lowing af forestat io n a r e considered . T he M A G IC model can he used to sim ul ate these
effects by al lo wing the CO l I Ce il l n i l i o n of t h e incoming mar ine salts (N a. K . M g. and CI) to increase by a
facto r of h0 1) C 1  (t il l arid al lowing incoming sulphate concent ration to increase by St1 per cent .
T hese increases arc phased in o v e r a ten year period f ro m 1949 to 1959 the approxi mate dales of
affo restat ion and cano py closure at Plynl im on T he ef fects of this are shown i n T able I I I %khich presents
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simulati on chemistry. 'R e resul ts : i r e close 10 the observed chem ist ry fro m i he fo rest caichmeni
Il ynl imon (see T able .1) and this has been achieved wit hout recal ibrating the model and therek ne
provides a val idat ion of the mode l . That the model can reproduce the fo rest chem isi rv by simply
increasing the occul t/dry deposit io n facto rs is particular ly interest ing since it suggests i hat these processes
a r e dominant and other ef fects such as uptake of canons by the growing t rees may be of less impo rtance to
the final equi li brium chem istry.
A ffo restat ion has  a  signi fi cant ef fect on acidi f icat io n trends is verv signi f icant as show n in Figui es 3. 4 .
and 5 fo r pi t base saturat io n. and to tal aluminium (4111' ). In the case o f pl i a  vc ry  signi f icant decl ine is
simulated with f inal equil ib ri um levels at 4 -N per cent . Base saturatio n fal ls  it)  3 .9 per cent and al um inium
concent i ations increase d ramatical ly to equi li br ium levels of 20 peq I- I
I NNI
O n e p o s Si N e manaeentent opt io n to cont ro l acid i fication is to reduce sulphate em issions from power
stat ions and thereby l e t h i c e depo sit io n of sulphate on remote catchments. U nfor tunatel y, because o f the
comples nature of physical and chemical processes operating, die relat io nship between emission and
deposit io n i s nonl inear ( Derwent am l Nodop, 1986) . Nevertheless it i s possib le to simulate the effects of
reduced deposition I l s i n e M A G I C W it h the fu ture deposition red uced by 50 per cent over di e ne t 20
years and thereafter remainine co nstant , there is a marked effect on simulated catch ment eheink t ry .
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CONCLUSIONS
I HM I
:i l fo rested catc hment A ltum nium levc hr fal l snm i f icati t l y and p l I r e c o v e r s l o reaso nable leve ls . .ft ese
resul ts ind icate that a 50 per cen t reduc t io n in deposi t io n may hove an ef fect if i l could he achieved .
A tmospher ic model l ing sindies arc required , however . to conver t this reduction i n depositio n to a
reduction in em issio n.
T he eui rent research has Must ! aled the andity o f the M A G IC w orld to l epro d uce catchment chemist v in
bo th y,r assland and fo rest  I f e :1111% i t Ply nl imon. pau ic ti lar interest is t he Abil it y o f the model to
reconstruc t h isto t leal t rend s I l l :I CR I I I IC:1110 11 d e l W e d f re ni palaco looical analysis ( l i at terhee ct al. . 1955:
Yr ii2ht et n i l 957) and ptoside so 1I l e 0 1C:Is t l I e of conf idence in usine thc model to pi ed ic t Inl in e 11 ends
T he upland ca tchments in W ales at e sign i f icAni lv fected hv :ic id ij dePosit ion ;Ind w il l Co i n m o t: t o h e
d c p Osi i 10 11 k t e d t i t e cI 'o i l : i n t ., i s 0 1W e ! l a k e ! ) t i ll :1 1:i 1L:A:  L'A IC . A b.( ) t he ef fects o f a ffo t est ation art .
c causing a maj o r inc i ease in scavengiitt . o f sea-salts ;Ind ant hi optuzzenic sources o f acid i ty . 19nol y
fro nt a mocess po in t o f %Mrs. t he NIA G IC model appeal s lo be the mo st app ro priate mo de l to date lo t
sim ulat ing fo ul : • el Il l chem ical chances i l l c a l eh I l l e 111 ;i Ci d i f i C i t io l l . T he va l id ity 0 ( the model has bee n
demonstrated by app l icat io n to the fo tesi cat chment :Ind :h is has been an impo r t ant aspect o f the
;modell ing stud y .
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Modelling the ef ect of acid deposition in upland
Scotland
P. G . Whitehe ad and C . Neal
A B ST R A C T' : A s part of the j oint Brit ish- Scandinavian Surface Waters Acidifi cation Pro-
gramme, the Institute of Hydrology is establishing catchment studies in Scotland. Data from
these catchment studies are being used to develop a range of models for investigating short-term
and long-term changes in catchment acidity. Information on the modelling techniques available
at the I nsti tute of Hydrology is presented together with applications of the models to catchments
in Scotland.
KEY \VORDS: acidi fi cation. afforestation, catchments, models.
Catchment studies investigating the acidic behaviour of
upland st reams are expensive, time-consuming and difi cult
to establish due to the complexity of hydrological, chemical
and biological interactions. Nevertheless, many catchment
studies have been and are being established to evaluate
short-term and long-term fl uctuations in stream water
chemistry. For example as part of the joint Scandinavian-
Brit ish Surface Water Acidi fi cation Programme (Mason &
Seip 1985) maj o r studies are being established in thc United
Ki ngdom and Scandinavia. Other organisations such as thc
Welsh Water Author ity (L lyn Brianne Study; Stoner  et at
1984) the Solway River Pur ifi cation Board ( l och Dee study;
Burns  et at  1982) and thc Freshwater Fisheries Laboratory
(Harr iman & Morrison 1981) have also established
catchment studies following mounting concern over the loss
of fi sheries in Scotland and Wales and the possible
detr imental ef ects of stream acidity on water resources.
Several researchers involved in thcsc studies (Harriman &
Morrison 1981; Gee & Stoner 1984) have reported elevated
acidity and aluminium levels in upland streams draining
af orested (conifer) catchments in the United Kingdom.
Moreover, in many of these areas and particularly in
forested catchments fisheries have deteriorated and
restocking programmes have  been  unsuccessful .
It is with these problems in mind that the Insti tute of
Hydrology has established a catchment study in Wales at
Plynlimon (see Neal  et aL  1986). The Insti tute of Hydrology
is also establishing a catchment study in the Cairngorm
region of Scotland in col laboration with The Department of
Agriculture and Fisher ies for Scotland, thc Macaulay
Institute of Soil Science and Imperial Col lege, Department
of Civil Engineering. The Instit ute of Hydrology is
responsible for providing stream-gauging. rainfall stations, a
weather station, snow surveys, sampling and continuous
water quality monitoring. T hc Insti tute of Hydrology is also
responsible for the subsequent data management, analysis
and interpretation. The Department of A gricult ure and
Fisheries for Scotland is responsible for all chemical and
biological analysis, wit h the exception of snowmelt
chemistry, which will be undertaken by Th e Instit ute of
Hydrology. The Macaulay Instit ute is responsible for
soil-surveys and soi l-water chemistry and Imperial College
are establ ishing plot studies.
Thc hydrological and chemical data col lected from the
catchment studies form the basis of a comprehensive
1
modell ing research programme by T he Institute of
Hydrology. Recentl y there has been considerable usc of
mathemat ical models to describe the dominant interactions
and processes operating in catchments and to simulate
catchment behaviour . Steady state models have been used
prescriptively to demonstrate the long term consequences of
changes in the industrial emissions of SO, (Cosby  et at
1985a; Kamari  et at  1984) . Correspondingly, dynamic
models have been successfully applied descriptively to
several catchments (Christophersen  et at  1982, 1984). For
example, Christophersen  et at  1982 have developed a
simple conceptual model that reproduces major trends in
chemical and hydrological behaviour in Norwegian catch-
ments. T his model has been successful ly extended (Scip  et
at  1985) and applied descriptively to the Harp Lake
catchment in Canada. The model has also been applied to
two forested catchments in Sweden (Grip  et at  1985).
A wide range of mathemat ical modell ing techniques arc
available at The Institute of Hydrology for analysing
catchment data. These include CA PT AIN (Computer Aided
Package fo r T ime Series Analysis and the Identifi cation of
Noisy Systems; Vcnn & Day 1977; Whitehead  et al.
1986a, b) . M1V (Multivariable time series model ; Young &
Whi tehead 1977), thc BIRKENES model (Christopherson  et
al .  1982). MAGIC (Cosby  et al.  1985a), EKF (Extended
Kalman Fil ter ; Beck & Young 1976) TOPMODEL (Beven
et al .  1984) and I I-1D M (Insti tute of Hydrology Distributed
Model; Morris 1980) . In this paper three of these techniques
arc dcscri bcd and applied to investigate short-term
catchment responses or events and long-term acidity of soi l
and stream waters.
1. Tim e se rie s o r 'eve nt' type mo dels and
th eir app licatio n to Lo ch D ee
Time series models are suitable where the overal l
input-output behaviour is of prime importance and where
internal mcchanisms are particularly complex. It is assumed
that a law of large systems applies (Young 1978) whereby
the combination of all the complex non-linear and
distri buted elements gives rise to an aggregated system
behaviour that is relatively simple in dynamic terms.
Loch Dee has a remote sett ing in thc Galloway Hil ls in
SW Scotland. Th e catchment is made up of three sub-basins:
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Dargal l Lane to the W , Whi te Laggan Burn with its
t ri butary the Black Laggan towards the S. and G reen Bu rn
enter ing f rom the SE. The outflow at the NE cnd o f the loch
is the source of the River Dee. Catchment alt itudes range
from 225 m on the loch shore to 716 in on Lamachan at the
head of the Dargall Lane. Nearly two-thi rds of the
catchment lies abo ve 305 m. Geological ly the area comprises
two disti nct rock types: Ordovician greywackcs/ shales and
grani tes of Old Red Sandstone age (Burns et aL 1982) .
In Loch Dce an extensive record of hydrological water
qual it y data has been col lected over a fi ve ycar period
(Burns et al. 1982). A nalysis has been restri cted ini t ial ly to a
time series model relat ing fl ow to hyd rogen ion concentr a-
ti on fo r the White Laggan sub-catchment . T he Whi te
Laggan is subject to episod ic acid ificat ion, pr imari ly
att r ibuted to atmospheric inputs. T he model fi t ted is an
auto regressive moving average type of the form
x, = +
where x, is the hydrogen ion concentr ati on (p eg ' ) and I I ,
is the fl ow (tW see- ' ) in the stream at time r The parameters
6 , and rat, were esti mated using a time series algor ithm
applied to 2(10 hour ly observat ions of pH and flow. T he
parameters were estimated to be
6 1 = —0-680 (standard er ro r 0-012)
(10= 0-659 (standard er ro r 0-022)
and Figure 1 shows the simulated hydrogen concentrat ion
against the observed concent rat ion. A remarkab ly good fi t
to the data is obtained wit h 93% of the variance explained
and suggests that IV ion and fl ow arc closely related.
However a t rue test of the model would be to use an
addit ional data set ; Langan ( 1986) has appl ied the approach
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to al l three subcatchments of Loch Dee and found that
equally good models have been obtained for it wide range of
sto rm events. In the case of the Whi te Laggan a mean
response time ( T ) of 2-6 hours is obtained, reflecting the
fast response ti me between output flow and hydrogen ion
concentrations. Further applications of the time series
techniques to data f rom Welsh and Norwegian catchments
are given by W hi tehead et at ( 1986a).
2. A pplications of the gl irkenes' models
A second class of models has been applied to data f rom the
Loch Dee study. T hese include the ' Bi rkenes' model
developed by Chnstopherscn et at ( 1982. 1984) . T he model
comprises a simple two-reservoi r hydrological model
operati ng on a dai ly i imestep upon which has been
superimposed the important chemical processes that control
the acidificat ion of catchment s. Inputs to the model are
precipitation , mean dady tem perature . mean (b its. soil
temperature and sulphate deposit ion rates. Figure 2 shows
the principal hyd rological and chemical processes operati ng.
T he model outp uts dai ly concentrations of hydrogen ion.
aluminium, sul phate, calcium + magnesium (N12' ) and
bicarbonate in the stream along with predicted flow.
T he 'Birkenes' model has also been used to assess the
sensit ivity of stream acid ity to hydrological parameters and
changes in basefl ow. Flow movement between the soi l and
groundwater compartments is restr icted by a **percolat ion"
equat ion as fo llows;
Amr, P
—(8 —134,,„)/ 8 „,4, for 8 >
and
Aw , =- 1.33? — 0-33P(B / B,„ ,4 ' fo r 11 <
100 . 120 . 140 . 1GO. I GO. 20 0 .
T i me ( Ho u r s )
Figure I Simulated and observed It • ion tn the White Lagp n. Loch Dee. Scotland. based on the fl ow
model.
where  B  refers to the groundwater compartment water level
and 8,, ,„ and  B„.„  refer to minimum and maximum water
levels, respectively (see Fig 2). The parameter , / ' . can be
considered as a percolation parameter so that increasing / '
increases the fraction of flow. A , routed to the lower SIC;
reservoi r . This leads to an increase in the basellow
contribution to the stream. The model also includes a piston
fl ow component to describe the hydraulic movement of
water out of thc groundwater compartment.
The change in stream water concentrations fur H and
A l ' in response to varying' hasefl ow: is highly non-linear.
Processes operat i ng
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desorpt io n , minerali sat io n
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io n exchange and eq uil i br ium
w it h gibbsi te
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T his is il lustrated in Figures 3 and 4, which show IF and
A l ' ' maximum and mean values for a rapge of basetlow
condit ions; all concentration values fall as the base/low
increases, the rate of decrease varying from one variable to
another. In general increases in basefl ow result in
signifi cant reductions in I I ion and A l concentrations.
Studies by Seip and Rustad ( 1983) show a similar non-linear
behaviour when upper and lower soi l horizon waters are
mixed. Further resul ts are given by Whi tehead  et al.  ( 1986b)
and confi rm the sensit ivity of the model to parameter, and
hence baseflow, changes.
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Deeper so i l reser voir
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b rium w it h gibbsit e
equ i l ibrium w it h gibbsi t e,
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equ i l ibrium w it h a seasonal vary i ng
CO, pressure
Figure 2 Hydrological model used for Harp Lake catchment and main processes operating.
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3 . A pplicatio n o f MA G IC to Lo ch D ee
MA GIC (Model of Acidi fication of c roumlwater In
Catchments; Cosby  et at  I985a, b. 1986) is explicit ly
designed to perform long term simulations of changes in
soilwater and streamwater chemistry in response to changes
in acidic deposition. The processes on which the model is
based are:  anion  retention by  catchment  soi ls (e.g. sulphate
adsorption) ; adsorption and exchange of base cations and
aluminium by soils; alkalinity generation by dissociation of
carbonic acid (at high CO, partial pressures in the soil) with
subsequent exchange of hydrogen ions for base cations;
weathering of minerals in the soi l to provide a source of
base cations; control of A l • concentrations by an assumed
equilibri um wit h a sol id phase of A l(O H). A sequence of
atmospheric deposit ion and mineral weathering is assumed
for MA GIC. Current deposit ion levels of base canons.
sulphate, nit rate and chlor ide are needed . along with some
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Figure 3 Maximum 14 and *W .' concentrations in the stream, showing variation over a range of baseflow
conditions (Th ree Year Simulation 1977- 19M ).
0
estimate of how these levels have varied historically.
Historical deposition variations may be scaled to emissions
records or may be taken from other modell ing studies of
atmospheric transport into a region. Weathering estimates
for base cations are extremely di ffi cult to obtain.
Nonetheless, it is the weathering process that controls the
long-term response and recovery of catchmeins to acidic
deposition and some estimate is required. Thc MA GIC
program  has  bccn applied to the Dargall Lane  sub-
catchment in Loch Dee and a detailed description of the
appl ication is given by Cosby  et at  ( 1986).
Several chemical , biological and hydrological processes
cont rol stream water chemistry. These processes arc often
interactive and not easily identifiable from field observation.
Modelling allows separation of the di f erent factors and the
establishmem of their relative importance quantitat ively.
Here the factors considered arc afforestation. dry and occult
deposit ion, variations in acidic oxide loading and
deforestation.
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Figure 4 Mean 11• and A V ' concentration in the stream, showing variation over a range of basefl ow
conditions (Th ree Ycar Simulation 1977- 1980).
4 . L o ng-term acidifi cation trends fo r
D argall L an e
Figure 5 shows a simulation of long-term acidity for the
Dargall Lane catchment . T he sulphate deposition history is
shown in Figure 5a and this drives thc MAGIC model . The
historical simulation of pl i shown in Figure 5b is similar to
the values obtained from the diatom records of lochs in the
region in that a signifi cant decrease in pH from 1900
onwards is inferred (Battarbee et al. 1985; Flower &
Battarbee 1983). The steeper decli ne from 1950 to 1970
follows from the increased emission levels dur ing this
period . The model can also be used to predict future strcam
water acidit y given di fferent future deposit ion levels. For
Dargall Lane, stream acidi ty trends are investigated
assuming two scenarios for future deposit ion. Firstly,
assuming deposit ion rates are maintained in the future at
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1984 levels, the model indicates that annual average stream
pl l is li kely to conti nue to decline below presently measured
values. Secondly, assuming deposit ion rates are reduced bv
50% from 1914 levels (between 1985 and 2000) the results
indicate that current stream water acidi ty wil l be maintained
(Fig. 5b). Further details of the application of this model are
given elsewhere (Cosby et at 1986). Note an increase in
stream water pH about 1980; this fol lows a significant drop
in sulphur emissions during the 1970s. Note also that an
earlier decline in streamwater acidity is predicted if there
had been no reductions in emissions since 1970.
5 . A fforestation
A fforested systems are more complex to model than
grassland systems because the introduction of the forest
perturbs a grassland ecoeystem whic:i in itself is di ffi cult to
18 6 0 19 0 0 19 4 0 19 8 0 2 0 20 20 6 0 2 10 0
Figure 5 (a) Sulphate deposition history used as input for the MA GIC reconstruction of pH in the Dargall
Lane moorland catchment. (b) Simulation of the pH of streamwater in the Dargall Lane moorland
catchment assuming three sulphate deposition scenarios:—histor ical levels to 1984 and constant 1984 I4vels
thereafter (see Fig. 5(a)) ;  histor ical levels to 1984 and 1984 levels reduced by 50% by the year 2000.
and constant thereafter ; - - historical levels to 1970 and constant 1970 levels thereafter.
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model. The ef ects of the forest root system, leaf li tter layer
and drainage di tches will change the hydrological pathways,
this wi ll control thc nature and extent of the chemical
reactions in the soi l and bedrock. Furt her , the additional
fi ltering effect of the tree on the atmosphere wil l enhance
occult/ particle deposit ion, and evapotranspirat ion wil l
increase the concentration of dissolved components entering
the stream. The magnitude of these di fferent ef ects varies
considerably; for example, evapotranspiration from forests
in the British uplands i% typically of the order of 30% of the
precipitation which is almost twice the figure for grassland.
This wi ll have the consequence that the total anion
conccntrations within the stream and soil watcrs increase by
14% fol lowing af orestation. The forest wi ll also increase
anion and canon loading due to the enhanced fi ltering effect
of the trees on air and occult sources. The fi ltering effects
wil l apply both to marine and pollutant aerosol components.
A ltering the hydrological pathways can also have a major
effect on stream water quali ty, since the forest tends to
increase surface runoff thereby fl ushing/displacing highly
acidic water from the surface layers, the soi l zone acts as a
proton and aluminium source, while the bedrock, if si licate
or  carbonate bearing, provides proton consumption  by
weathering reactions. To il lustrate the effects of
afforestation simply in terms of increased concentrations
from both enhanced dry deposit ion and evapotranspiration,
the MAGIC model has been applied to the Dargall Lane
catchment assuming that a forest is developed over the next
forty years. It should also be noted that , here, no allowance
has been made for the ef ects of cation and anion uptake by
the trees duri ng their development; the incorporation of
base cations into the biomass would result in an enhanced
acidifi cation ef ect during this period.
Of cri tical importance is thc relat ive and absolute
contribution of marinc and pol lutant inputs from dry and
occult deposit ion. Figure 6 shows the ef ects of increasing
evapotranspiration from 16% to 30% over the forest growth
period with varying levels of marine, pol lutant, and marine
plus pollutant inputs. Increasing either marine or pollutant
components leads to enhanced stream water acidi ty, the
greatest ef ects being observed when both components are
present; the ef ect of simply increasing evapotranspiration
from 16% to 30% is similar , but the changes are much
smal ler. The important features of thesc results arc that the
cnhanced acidic oxide inputs from increased scavenging by
the trees result in a marked reduction in pH levels and that
there is an addi tive ef ect when both processes are
combined. These reductions are much greater than thc
effect of evapotranspiration.
6. A tmospheric acidic oxide inputs
An important factor in determining stream acidity in the
upland United Kingdom is the level of acidic oxide
deposit ion; rates of dcposit ion (non mar ine wet deposition
and dry deposit ion) can vary f rom 0-5 to over 6 g S m- 2 yr
and from 0-1 to over 0-5 g N nr 1 Figure 7 shows thc
ef ects of such variations for both moorland and forested
catchments; the highest level corresponds to areas with
high atmospheric acid ic oxide rates (three times the historic
and 1984 deposi tion levels observed in the Southern
Uplands of Scotland). Wi th increasing atmospheric acidic
oxide po llution, the decline in stream pH is accelerated, the
changes occur much earlier , and the fi nal pH of the stream
water is lower.
7.  Deforestation
While afforestation increases stream acidity, as shown both
by the  model  predictions and field  evidence,  deforestation
wi ll result in a reduction in stream water acidity. Ficure 8
shows the ef ects of deforestat ion from the present time for
a range of acidic input loadings. T he resul t shows that while
there is a short-term improvement in stream acidity. the
long-term acidifi cation trend is maintained. It is interesting
to note that the recovery following deforestation at the
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Fi gure 6 (a) Simulation of the pH of the streamwater from the
Dargall Lane catchment. co mparing: the moorland catchment
response assuming Figure 5(a) deposit ion rates (— ). the ef ect of
14% additional evaporation fol lowing af orestation ( . .) . the
effect of 14% addit ional afforestation in 1985 (- - -), and the effect of
14% additional evaporation plus 30% additional input of natural
sea sal ts following af orestation in 1985 (- - - ). (b) Simulation of
the pH of strcamwater from the Dargall Lanc catchment,
comparing the moorland response (— ) to the forested catchment
response, assuming increased evaporation ( - -) with dif erent
levels of pollutant scavenging ( . . . . 20% addi tional sulphate; -
40% additional sulphate; - - - 60% addi tional sulphate). (c)
Simulation of thc pH of streamwater from thc Dargall Lane
catchment, showing the moorland response (— ) and the com-
bined ef ects on the forested catchment of increased evapotranspi-
ration, increased scavenging of natural sea sal ts, and various levels
of increased scavenging of pollutant inputs ( zero additional
pollutant scavenging; . 20% pollutant scavenging; . - - 40%
pollutant scavenging; - - - 60% pol lutant scavenging) .
intermediate deposit ion levels is greater than that at the
higher levels. This is because base saturation has not been
completely depleted, and the reduced deposit ion fol lowing
deforestation can he buffered by the avai lable canons.
Under the highcr deposit ion levels, base saturation is
reduced to very low levels, making recovery much less
signifi cant. Note that af orestation fol lowing tree harvesting
wil l negate thc improvement in stream water acidity.
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Figure 7 (a) Simulation of thc pH of streamwater f rom thc Dargall
Lane moorland catchment, assuming sulphate deposit ion patterns
(shown in Fig. 5(a)) modifi ed hy various factors to reproduce a
range of loading condit ions (i .e. from pristine to heavy pollution)
— background rates (pr istine condit ions). 0.5 x Figure
5(a) deposit ion concentrations (low pollution);  I x Figure
5(a) deposition concentrations (intermediate pollution); - - 1.5 x
Figure 5(a) deposit ion concentrations (intermediate poll ution) ;
- • - • - 2 x Figurc 5(a) deposition concentrations (heavy poll ution);
- • • - • • 3 x Figure 5(a) deposition concentrations (heavy poll ution) .
(h) Simulation of thc pH of streamwater fromthe 'forested' Dargall
Lane catchment , assuming af orestation from 1844 onwards and
sulphate deposit ion patterns (see Fig. 5(a)) mult ipl ied by various
factors to reproduce a range of loading conditions from pr istine to
heavy pollution; scc caption to Figure 7(a) for key.
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Figure 8 Simulation of the pH of streamwater for the Dargall
Lane catchment, assuming af orestation from 1844 and deforesta-
tion in 1990; sec capt ion to Figure 7(a) for key.
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8. I mplications
The modelling enables assessment of the l elat ive ef ects of
atmospheric acidic oxide pollution and conifcr af orestation,
as well as highlighting some of the topics that need further
consideration. For example, the long-term trcnds in strcam
water acidi fi cation for the grassland catchment suggest that
for at least part of the upland United Kingdom, acidic oxide
pollutant inputs are the dominant sourcc of increased stream
water acidity. Th e model predictions are similar to
observations of stream acidity found in southern Scand-
inavia and add weight to the conclusion that such pollutant
inputs arc also a major source of stream acidi fi cation in
those countries as well . How important this acidifi cation
process is on a regional basis in the upland United Kingdom
cannot be gauged immediate ly, because many unresolved
factors remain, as mentioned above. However , much of the
Bri tish uplands has soils which arc susceptible to acidic
inputs; i l is therefore reasonable to assume the results of this
present modell ing exercise are widely applicable. If the
above results are representat ive of sensit ive- upland areas.
then reductions in present acidic emissions of the order of
50% are required to prevent further increase in stream
acidit y of moorlands; afforested catchments require greater
reductions. The study points to the need for further regional
analysis of soil and stream water chemistry, as well as a
better understanding of hydrogeochemical processes operat-
ing within catchments. Furt her , thc study provides an
example of thc need to establish the extent of scavenging of
aerosols onto plant surfaces, and more generally on the
benefi ts of multid isciplinary catchment studies. Finally, the
detrimental ef ect on stream water quali ty caused by conifer
afforestation in uplands subject to acidic deposit ion is
irrefutable. While there is uncertainty regarding the nature
and the extent of the hydrogeochemical processes operative,
thcrc is a need to change cxisting fo restry practices which
are of immediate pragmatic concern.
9. Conclusions
The model techniques applied at the Institute of I lydrology
have proved to be particularly useful , yielding information
on thc catchment responses, processes and possible future
behaviour . On the hydrological side, t imc scrics techniques.
lumped and distributed hydrological models are available.
In the case of chemical processes, time ser ies techniques can
be applied, but the principal models avai lable at the
Insti tute of Hydrology are the BI RKENES and MAGIC
models. Modifi cations such as the introduction of sea salt
wil l be necessary in the case of the BI RKENES model
before application to thc Loch Dcc and Plynlimon
catchments is possible. A lso, it may be necessary to reassess
the dominant equilibria uscd in the model ; fo r example, is
aluminium controlled by A l(OH) , A l(0 11)SO or by
A l(OH),_ Si3O1. We hope to develop a modifi ed and
combined BI RKENES and MAGIC chemistry and couple
this wit h the distri buted models to provide an additional tool
with which to investigate catchment behaviour .
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( Received December 26, 1987; revised l une MI I 9SS)
Abstract. A modeling study of the Al It a Mharcaidh catchment in the Cairngorm region of Scot land has
been undertaken to investigate long t e r m trends in acidifi cation and model sensit iv it y to soil physical and
•
chemical characteri st ics. I h e MAG IC model (Model of Acidi fi cation of G roundwater I n Catchments) is
used to demonstrate that the sulphate adsorption abil it y of the sod and quali ty and guano :) & rainfal l inputs
have signifi cant ef ects  on  mod el output . Optimal weathering rates and predicted present da, ion concentra-
• Lions in strcarnwater compar e well wi th measured and observed vil ues. The analysis show s that the
catchment has bccomc progressively aci di fi ed since pre-industrial t imes but major changes in stream acidity
have yes so occur .
• I . Introduction
•
The case for development and implementation of process-based models describing the
response of surfacc waters to acidic deposition has been widely and eloquently stated
in recent literature (e.g., Cosby  et at ,  1985a; Neal  et at ,  1986). For thc purpose of such
•
deterministic modell ing exercises, acidification of surface watcr may be considered to
be essentially a problem over two very di f erent time scales. Short term fl uctuat ions in
surface water acid ity causcd by the fl ushing of near surface waters or snowinelt are
•
gencraly driven by the hydrological processes operating in the catchment. The timescale
of these events is of the order of hour s, or at most days, and the level of acidity will be
largely controlled by the abil ity of the catchment to buf er incoming acidity within the
catchment hydrological response time. M odels addrcssing this dynamic response have
been developed, for example, by Christopherson  et at  ( 1984) and Schnoor  et at ( 1984).
On the other hand, the Model of Acidifi cation of Groundwater in Catchments
(MAGIC), developed by Cosby  et al.  ( 1985a, b) addresses the changes in buf ering
capacity that occur over long periods (i .e., decades) where short term hydroloOcal
•
response is assumed to be negligible and yearly averages of deposition levels provide
the principal driving force to the model.
The M AG IC model is a relatively simple yet process-orientated model whereby
long-term dynamic equations based on input-output mass balances for al l maj or ions
in atmospheric deposition are linked with equil ibrium equations that describe soil
processes. I t has been applied to a var iety of catchments in het U . S. Scandinavia
•
(Wr ight  et at ,  1985), Scotland (Cosby  et at ,  1986a) and Wales (Whitehead  et at ,  1988)
and has proved a useful tool for assessing future acidifi cation levels in response to
• • Institute of Hydrology, Wal l ingf ord , Ow n, OX I O 81113, U .K.
" M acaulay Land U se Research Insti tute, Aberdeen. U.K .
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• various deposition scenarios. The results of these simulations show that the model
adequately reproduces present day observed stream chemistry but it s performance has
not been assessed against measured values of soil chemical pa-ameters and estimates
of weathering rates. Indeed, all previous applications of NIAG IC have been undertaken
in catchnients with only one dominant soi l type or. in areas of m o r e than one soil type.
•
have assumes some •inean' characteristics for the whole catchment .
T his study sets ( M t to attempt a more rigorous application of the MAG IC model
against a comprehensive soil data from Ow AUt a Mharcaidh catchment in the
• Cairngorm M ountains of Scotland . We examine the validity  of  using a 'mean' catchment
soi l approach and assess the sensitivity of the model to two soil types. The analysis is
•
also employed to identify the most important processes af ecting stream water acidity
within this area and the parameters whitch most influence model behaviour. Catchment
response is assessed given that this area is not presently acidifi ed but is thought to be
•
at ri sk from future acidifi cation problems.
2. M ethods and M aterials
• 2.1. S T U D Y SIT E
The Ant a Mhardaidh catchment lies on the western fl ank of thc Cairngorm M ountains
•
draining an arca of approximately 10 km' into the Ri ver Feshic which is a tr ibutary of
the River Spey. Altitude ranges f rom 225 m at the catchinent outfl ow to 1111 in at thc
•
highest point . The catchment is underlain by intrusive biotite-granitc of Lower O ld Red
Sandstone age associated with the late stages of the Caledonian Orogeny. Thick
deposits of boulder clay, derived from local rock , cover much of the valley fl oor overlain
•
by a covering of peat . Vegetation is mainly a mixture of heather and fescue grassland
although a sparse stand of natural , native pinewood covers an arca of c . I ktn2 near the
outfl ow on the lower slopes. Soi ls are essential ly of three main types, as shown in
•
Figure I , which c . 60% alpine and peaty podsols of the Countesswell s Association and
c. 40% blanket peat. Table 1 shows the schemical and physical char acteristics of both
the organic (peat) and mineral (pod sols) soil s: together with a *mean' catchmcnt soil with
•
characteri stics ratioed areal ly from two main soil types.
Th is work was conducted as a part of the Surface Water Acidifi cation Proframme
which w a S initiated in 1985 as a collaborative project of research into the causes and
• effect s of acidifi cation of surface waters (M ason and Seip, 1985). Within this program
catchments were selected for detailed study to represent heavily acidifi ed, pristine and
•
transitional areas. The AIR a Mhardaidh was selected as one transitional site, that is,
a catchment which is . not acidifi ed, does not receive a particularly high loading of
anthropogenic pollutants but due to its physical characteristics is thought to be at r isk
•
as regards fututre acidifi cat ion problems.
2.2. M ET H O DO LOG Y
•
The ar ea receives approximately 1000 mm of prec ipitation per annum, although this is
extremely variable from year to year and up to 30% of this may fall as snow. Precipit ation
•
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• TA BL E 1
Chemical and physical characteri stics of the organic, mineral and 'mean' cai chmco: so il '
•
0
•
•
O a Est imated, not measured — sec Section 3.2.
was sampled weekly from five bulk collectors since January 1986. The network of
•
collectors was designed to account for variations in altitude and exposure within the
catchment . Stream samples have bccn collected bi-weekly from the catchment outflow.
G I (Figure I ), since July 1985. Subsequent water chemistr ies were determined using the
•
following methodology ; pH by remote KC1 electrode, anions (CI, NO3, SO, ) by ion
chromatography, Ca and M g by atomic absorption specuo photometry. Na and K by
•
fl ame emission spectr ophotometry and N H, by colorimetric techniques. Volume
weighted mean chemistry of inputs and outputs is given in Tables I I and I l l , respectively.
Mean pH was calculated by conversion to Fr concentrations.
O Soil samples were tak en from four profi les from each of the three dominant soi l types(Figure Cation 7I). exchange capacity exchangeable were measured at pH
using a barium acetate exchange procedure. Total organic concentr ations in soil waters
•
TA BL E I I
•
phi and volume weig,hted mean ion concentra-
t ions (peq L I ) in bulk precipitati on for
1986
•
pH
C 4.63a 10 3
Mg 21.5
N a 84.0
•
K
H,
7.5
N
 7.3
SO, 52.0
•
CI
N 96 5O,
 
5.4
•
WA TE 103/4
•
•WA TE 303/ 5
•
•
•
wer e determined by U V-persulphate d igestion and dissocia tion constan ts (P K I and
PK 2) were obtained from Perdue ( 1985).
•
2.3. M AG IC MO D EL
Th e MAG IC mod el assumes a catchrnent to be rep resented by essentially th ree homo-
• gencous compartments representing the biomass (soil), soil solutioo and strea m/ ground
water . h ve chemical proc esses arc taken to govern the respo nse of surface water quality
to acid ic deposition from the atmosphere. Th ese are : (i) anion re ntion by soils ;
•
(ii) c atio n exchange by soils ; (iii) solubility an d mobilization of Al ; (iv) wea th ering of
miner als as a source of basc cations ; (v) d issociat ion of carbo nic acid (resultin g from
elevated par tial pres sure of CO , in soils). Alkalinity is generated by form a tion of
•
bicar bona tes when CO, , under high part ial pressure in the soil, d issolves with thc soil
water ;
•
CO , 4 FI20  t  II ' + HCO; ( I)
Soil Al chemistry is assumed to be controlled by the equillibriurn of a solid phase of
•
aluminium hydroxide with free If * ions;
31i * + Al(0 11)3(s) = Al' • + 31120 . (2)
•
The Al released may complex with F, SO, or OH but genera lly exchanges with base
cations as the tr ivalent Al ions arc ret ained by the so il matrix in preference to mono-
A 6 10 0 ) 1.16 n S. l ay O F LO NG . 1[ KM Ac io tr ic o ION
TA BL E I l l
Pred icted and obse rved (in bracke ts ) so il and st re am chemist ry (peq  L I )  for  19S6
S o :1 O rg Min so il Mean  sod
•A L AN J E N K I N S L T A l .
or di •valent base cations;
A l ' f 3BCX (s) = AIX , (s) + 3BC (31
t here N represents an adsorbed phase and BC ' represents a base cation . Cation
exchange equilibria al e evaluated using G aines—Thomas expressions.
• Dynamic simulation of stream and soil water chemistry is achieved by coupling the
equilibria concepts (Equations ( 1) to (3) with dynamic mass budeets for each base
•
cation and suong acid anion in the soil model. Sulphate has an adsorbed phase in the
soil and the relationship between adsorbed phase (E„ meq kg ' ) and concentration of
dissolved sulphate (SO' - 4, tneq ru - 3) in soi l water is assumed to bc described by a
•
Lanemuir isotherm (Singh. 1984) of the form :
(S0 ; - )
—
•
C + (SO; )
where E„„ is thc niaxiinum adsoi ption capacity of the soil (incq kg ) and C is thc half
•
saturation concentration (meq rn
Acid anions arc linked to base cation by assuming az charge balance for soil water
and so thc movement of strong acid anions through the soil is accompan ied by leaching
•
of base cations from the soi l.
The mathematical representations of these processes and detailed model structures
are discussed by Cosby n ot ( 1985a, b, 198613).
• 2 .4 . A PPL ICA TIO N T o A LLT A M I I A RC A I D I I
•
The M AGIC model has been applied using thc pattern of deposition shown in Fizure 2
(War ren Spti ng Laboratory, 1983) to produce hi storical recontructions of streamwater
•
" 2 0 0 .0
•
•
— 15 0 .0
g 100.0
• 14:34)
04
0
ca 5 0 .0
•
0 .0
•
18 5 0 I 9 0 0 19 4 0  1 9 8 0 2 0 20 2 0 6 0 2 100 Fig. 2. Sulphate deposition pattern 1845
- 2125 assuming constant deposition since 1985
• WA T E 303f6
•
•
T A BL E I I I
Optimized vatues for selecti vi ty coef icient (S) weathering rates  (W).  pCO:. and  E, ,  in the organic , mineral
and mean catchment so i l s : observed vs eafi ering rates in brackets
WA TE 303/7
and soil chemistry. A n automatic calibration procedure was util ized to provide optimal
values for the parameters governing thc chemical reactions. A Rosenbrock technique
formed the basis of this optimization procedure and this was applied in two stages.
Init ialy an anion optimization was carr ied out in  1?„ „  and nitrate and ammonia uptake
rates, thereby obtaini ng a hest fit for the concentration of anions in the strearnwater.
In the second stage the optimal values for thc anion parameters are incorpor ated and
thc weathering rates of base cations, select ivity coeffi cients controll ing base cation
exchanee and par tial pressure of soil CO2 arc optimized to produce a best fit to present
day observed streamwater concentrations and base saturations in catchment soils. The
optimization proca i ure was applied assuming the catchment to consist of entirely
organic soil , mineral soi l, or ora 'meafi catchment soil .
Optimized weathering rates, selectivity coefi cients, pCO 2 and  E„„ .  arc given in
Table IV. Comparison  of  the three catchment soi l types shows consistent weathering
rates although select ivi ty coeffi ck nts vary considerably between soil s refl ect ing dif -
A M O D EL / N C, SI GO Y O f LON G . I E lo a AC I D / M CA / ION
ferences in soil base saturations. Thc most significant dif erence betwtx n, the optimized
soluti ons, however, lies in thc an ion budget and in part icular thc  Ern , .  The optimized
for the organic  and  mineral soils are zero and nine, respecti vely , whereas the
optimal  E„„  for the mean soil is 14.1. The fact that this lies outside the range of thc
organic and mineral soi l values may refl ect an instability in the model  or  optimization
procedure but is more likely a refl ection of the physical characteri stics incorporated in
the application of the Langmuir isotherm.
3. Results
3.1. C ATCH M ENT S RESPON SE
Present day stream chemistry had been reproduced by the model (Table I f ) regard less
of the soil type used . pH is predicted to be 0.5 units lower than observed but this is
•ALA S JES K I NS E I
• directly attributable to thc inclusion of organic 'natter in both soils and streamwater .
Further model runs excluding the organic components reproduce observed stream pH
wnhout affecting any other parameters. Clearly further work is necessary on this aspect
of thc M AG IC model as organic matter simply acts as a fun her source of H ' and no
account is taken of cation complexation and chelation. Table I l l also shows that
•
predicted base saturation for 1986 is well reproduced with thc exception of K . This is
due to thc low optimal value for K weathering rate.
Figure 3 shows the reconstructed and forescast response of pH , alkalini ty. AI and
• sulphate in the strewn and the percentage base saturation in thc soi l for the three model
runs. Results are shown as mean annual concentrations and assume model fixed
•
parameters (e.e., rainfall quality and quantit y, evaporation, ctc.) arc constant through
tnne. A ll of thc curves converge around 1986 but show very dif erent patterns prior to
that tnne. The organic soi l shows thc most var iable response as a result of the very low
E„,,  and consequently a very rapid response to changing acidic input. Roth the mineral
soil and the mean soi l respond much more smoothly to changes in input due to their
ability to adsorb sulphate. Fol lowing 1986 further changes in stream chemistry occur
•
but these tend towards an equi librium value because of thc constant level of inputs. The
organic soil is the least acidic due to the hieh base saturation maintaining a supply of
base cations and the absence of adsorbed sulphate. T his is also seen in thc equil ibrium
values reached for sulphate, alkal inity and total Al.
3.2. S U L PH A T E A D SO RP TI O N CH A R ACT ERIST IC S
Thc levels of soluble and adsorbed sulphate were measured in thc three major soil types
in the Ali t a M harcaidh (n.b. the alpine and peaty podsols arc lumped together for thc
model application). Figure 4 shows the accumulation of high levels of adsorbed sulphate
in the lower mineral horizons, par ticularly those containing sesquioxides. The high level
of soluble sulphate in the organic horizons is due to mineralized S associated with thc
organic matter. The levels of sulphate in these soils vindicate the choicc of a relatively
high value for C (hal f saturation coef icient) for each of the soils and this represents a
measured soi l water sulphate concentration f rom thc lower mineral horizon.
•
Studies were undertaken to assess whether thc mineral soils were capble of adsorbing
further inputs of sulphate. The adsorption isotherms for the peaty podsol arc shown in
• Figure 5 and indicate that the mineral horizons can adsorb sulphate from solutions at
similar concentsations to those found in the field. Furthermore, if a Langmuir isotherm
is used to describe the adsorpt ion characteristics of these soils it is likely, from these
•
data, that wil l be a high value. Peat has a limited abil i ty to exchange sulphate on
any available positively charged sites on the organic matter but has no real capacity for
adsorption as in the mineral soi ls.
• 3.3. A SSESSM ENT O F W EA T H ERI NG RA T ES
Rate of loss of base cations in the catchment scale has been calculated by Mellor and
Wilson (1987) by compar ing the chemical composition of individual soil horizons with
that of the parent material (Table IV). Their data show that in absolute therms K and
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0 .0 2 0 .0 4 0 .0 60 .0
Equil ib r ium Solut ion Co nc en tr a t io n
4. Discussion
e n
Fig. 5 Sulphate adsorption isotherms of the four horizons of thc peaty podsol profi le.
8 0 .0
5 0 4- 2 - 5 tug rni-1
Na exhibit greater rates of loss than Ca and Mg. If the results are recalculated in tenns
of element loss as a percentage of the original total in the parent material Ca and Mg
are lost more rapidly than Na and K . From the model optimi sations for the three types
of soil , however. Ca and Na consistently show the highest weathering rates. I t should
be remembered though th at the fi gures of M ellor and Wilson represent a total elemental
loss rate from the catchment and as such are not direct estimates of weathering because
changing inputs and biomass uptake will dir ectly af ect cation exchange processes in
the soil .
MAGIC is capable of reproducing present day stream and soil chemistry and the
chemical and physical characteristics of the soil determine the pattern of change both
historically and in the future. The dif erent model responses for the soil types represent
the range of stream chemi stry which might be expected in using a 'mean' soil type for
WAT E 303/ 16
•
•
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•
thc catchment, assuming all other model parameters can be correctly specifi ed. From
this point of view the ef ect of the dif erent soi l types on water quality implies that key
•
soil parameters and model variables are determining catchment response to incoming
acidity. l h is analysis has highl ighted the importance of sulphate dynamics within the
soil as a major determinant of stream chemistry . It is essential that further work in the
•
field and laboratory be undertaken to improve the specifi cation of the Laninnuir
parameters, in par ticular the half saturation values required to run the model give values
far greater than any sulphate concentrations found in the field. Nevertheless, the soils
•
in the Al It a M harcaidh catchment have a high sulphate adsorption capacity which is
surprising and contrar y to the fi ndings of Wright c at (1985) who applied M AG IC to
four lakes in the U.S.A., Norway, Sweden, and Scotland. They concluded that m all
•
four sites where young, post-glacial podsolic soils dominated, the choice of par anieter
values for sulphate adsorbt ion was not of critical improtance because such soils typically
have lit tle ability to adsorb sulphate. Clearly, in the case of the All t a Mharcaidh, where
• simi lar soils exist, this does not appear to be the case.
One of the major difi culties encountered in the application of the model was
accurately specifying the quanti ty and quality of inputs, both of which arc highly variable
from year to year , and arc diffi cult to measure (Ferr ier et al., 1988). Clearly bo th thc
mean annual rainfall quanti ty and quality directly af ect the chemical budgets and so
also par tly determine thc sulphate adsorpt ion char acteristics. In terms of rainfall qual ity,
a di screpancy in inputs wil l af ect both weathering rates and selecti vity coefi cients
becauwe model calculations are dependent upon an input-o utput balance. Increasing
inputs will lower opUmized weathering rates and vice versa, and a change in the relative
concentrations of ions in procepitation will af ect the magnitude of thc selectivity
coefficient s.
•
Future work must concentr ate on asscnssing the sensitivity of the model to changes
in deposition parameters and work on a mult i-box approach to model thc two catchment
•
soil simultaneously by incorporati ng some flow routing structures is current ly in
progress.
In terms of the Surface Water Acidifi cation Progj amme the choice of the A llt a
•
M harcaidh catchment as a transitional site is vindicated in that serious strcam acidifi -
cation has not yet tak en place and the model predictions suggest that a drop in
streamwater pH wil l occur even if deposit ion levels are maintained at present values.
4 110
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REG IO NA L M O D EL S OF A C ID IF ICAT IO N
•A Regional Model of Acidifi ca tion in Wales
Musgrove ' , T . J ., Whitehead ' , P. G ., Cosby ' , B. J.
' Inst itu te of Hyd ro logy, Wallingford , Oxon, UK.
•
2 Departm ent of E nvironmental Science, U niversity of Virg inia,
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A l3ST RAC I%
411 A regional model of stream water qual iry in Wales is presented which
reconstructs the histor ical trcnd for acidi fication and predicts the effect of
•
several pol lutant deposition reduction pol icies. 'M e chemical model used to
predict surface water chemistry from deposition chemistry, via thc soil is the
M A GIC model. The regional methodology used is a two stage coupling of
•
Monte Carlo simulat ions wi th a calibration procedure designed to produce a
coarse fi t to the joint distribut ion of the key stream water quality vari ables.
T he regional model is based on data front the Welsh Water Authority Survey
•
of 1933-1984 i n which streams and lakes were sampled on a weekly basis for
the period of a year. The modelling results reveal a signif icant decline in
water quality across the region sincc industrial isation. The model predicts that
•
40% of the streams and lakes wi thin the region have suffered a decline in
mean yearly pH of greater than 0.5. Future predictions indicate that a 30%
reduction in deposit ion would halve the present rate of acidifi cat ion and
•
maintain present day stream quality levels. Reductions of the order of 60%
are requi red to ensure a significant recovery in most sites.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
S• In troduction
•
Industrial complexes and power plants have histor ically been so u r ce s for
chemical by-products expelled as waste gases. These may take the role of
pollutants when borne by wind to environmentally sensit ive areas. T he
pollutants may be brought to the ground by dissolving in rainfall or may bc
caught on the leaves and branches of tall vegetat ion. Passage through the
catchment may be fast, along near surface routes, or slow , through the soil ,
where impor tant chemical interaction takes place between soil matrix and soi l
water. Prolonged contact with polluted water may ind uce a gradual acidification
of the soi l with concomitant acidi fication of any streams or lakes draining the
catchment. "I l ie effect may be of devastating ecological consequence, including
loss of fish and other aquatic species.
• There is a need to identify the acid sensi tive areas in order to assess the
potent ial environmental damage and to investigate methods to halt or reverse
the trend in affected areas. TWo methods in part icular have been highlighted
as impor tant candidates for rel ieving the impact of acidif icat ion. The first is a
reduction in the emission of pollutants and the second is addit ion of a
neut ralizing agent to targetted sensitive sites. Thc prescript ion of the most
effective remedy requires assessment of the different management strategies
proposed in terms of financial and environmental costs. A n important link in
•
the chain of cause and effect from emission to ecological impact is the
transmission of acidity f rom deposit ion to the stream and lake waters. This
focuses upon .the chemical status of soil matrix and soi l water which greatly
•
affect stream water quali ty. The soil accumulates changes induced by the
proximity of pol lutant through t ime. This heightens the importance of the
histor ical trends for emission and depositon, which must be incorporated into
•
any estimation of the rate and magnitude of acidi ficat ion and the l ikely
recovery. The ' complexi ty of the problem allows accurate eva Iu at ion of
management strategies to be achieved only through the use of mathematical
models. "Il iese must represent the key processes believed to infl uence the
long • term acidifi cat ion of the soil and must be applicable for long term
regional analyses. A n example of a model which incorporates emissions,
•
t ranspor t, soil and lake acidi fi cation and forest impact is the RAINS model
(A lcamo et al., 1987) . T his sulphur based model also includes a cost analysis
submodel to provide a complete cont rol strategy evaluation tool. A second
example is the Model of A cidifi cation of Groundwater in Catchments
(M A GIC), which looks at the sur face and soil wi ters front acid deFosit ion to
•
stream emergence. T his soil based model represents five processes of major
importance to soi l acidif ication and is sufficiently adaptable to tic useful for
long term prediction on eit her a site or a regional basis. I t is di iven by acid
deposition trends sincc the industrial revolution and may bc usdd for5 evaluating the effect of proposed future deposition scenarios. The resul ts of
the MA GIC model have been used to drive biological models of trout density
•
and survival and interverbrate species and fl oral community absence or
presence (Ormerod et al., 1988). When linked to a model relating emissions
and deposit ions the M A GIC model may clearly play an important ro le as a
5
link in an overall control stratcgy evaluation exercise. This prcscnt study uscs
the M A GIC model to make a regional simulation of the acid sensitive areas
within Wales and to make a preliminary assessment of thc abil ity of the
•
region to recover. Evidence for acidif icat ion in Wales has accrued from many
••
• investigations includ ing stud ies of fisheries, forest and moo rland soils, geology
and hydrochemistry. n ere are two main sites for hydrochemical investigation
in Wales, namely Plynlimon (see H ornung et al.,  1986;  Neal ct al.,  1986)  and
•
L lyn Br ianne (Stoner et al.,  1984).  T hese have shown some effects of
acidificat ion. In 1984 the Welsh Water A uthority attempted to investigate the
extent of the acidification throughout Wales through a year long survey of
streams and rivers in a subregion of Wales. The subregion was selected from
a knowledge of geology, soi l type, and land use from wh ich the region of
greatest acid susceptibi l i ty was deduced. Rainfall and strcam water quality
•
were invest igated across the region. The results indicate that a sect ion of the
streams monitored are becoming acidified in terms of :he chemical indicators:
;drumnium, alkalini ty and pH . A n earlier modelli ng study of the Welsh region
•
was undertaken by M usgrove et al.  (1988)  who attempted to simulate the
inarginal d istributions of the yearly means of the important chemical variables
across die i egion.
•
T he present study uses a ref ined method that produces simulations which are
consistent with the covariance structure of the impor tant chemical vari ables.
This method was developed by Flornberger et al. (as yet unpublished) who
appl ied i t to a survey of Norwegian lakes. A refi nement is also made to the
aluminium submodel that enables a good match of simulated to observed
•
chemistry for aluminium in Wales. This is important since aluminium exerts
a strong infl uence on aquat ic bio logical species and is one of the key
indicators of acidification in streams.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•• Descr ip tion of su rvey region
•
Between October 1983 and September 1984 the Welsh Water A uthority
•
under took a regional survey of streams and rivers within an area of W ale s
believed to be sensitive to acid deposit ion. One hundred and- twenty streams
were sampled on a weekly basis, with sixteen of them being sampled at more
•
than one point . T he locations of the sampling points are shown in Fig. 1.
Dur ing thc same period rainfal l quali ty was monitored at for ty-four sitcs
throughout Wales. The mean yearly rainfall concentrations are summarised in
•
Table 1. A breakdown of the results by region shows the most acidic rain-falls
in the uplands of mid and Nort h Wales (Donald, 1988). T he east of Wales is
seen to receive the highest concentrations of the acid pollutants, sulphate and
•
nit rate. It also receives high levels of ammonia and calcium. which part ially
buffer the rainfall . Ivleanin pH at each of the sites varied from 4.4 to 5.0.
•
T he study is underlain by rocks of the Cambrian. Ordovician and Silur ian
Series. In the upland areas the soi ls are thin and base-poo r. P ie
combination of slowly weathering rocks and thin, poor soi ls gives the region
•
i ts vul nerabil ity to acid deposition. Prolonged acid deposit ion may induce a
leaching of the base cations f rom the soi l, reducing the buffering abili ty and
allowing the sur face waters to become acidic. The study area l ies mainly in
•
the region of high rainfal l acidi ty and is consequently of pr ime interest in thc
investigatio n of acidifi cation in Wales.
•
The mean yearly resul ts are presented in Table 2. The pH of streams varies
across the region from 4.2 to 7.3 with a mean of 5.6. The very high
maximum level for calcium of 862  ft ecil l  and thc maximum magnesium
•
concent ration of 393 rteq/1 were both measured at the site on the Isle of
A nglesey where there is a large industr ial source. A t this site, the alkalinity
is also a maximdm for the region at 1104 geq/I. T he mean annual sodium
•
and chlor ide levels are strongly correlated. A l inear regression model of
sod ium on chloride in the surface water predicts a slope of .69 and an
inter-cept of 34 gect/ l wi th an R-squared value of .93. Sca salt concentrat ions
•
are high, reflecting the near coastal location for most of the region. T he
area is mountainous and rainfal l is high wi th a large orographic input. Tbe
predominant weather pattern sw eeps air from  the  A tlantic Ocean and the I rish
•
Sea, which l ic to the wcst of Wales. The high mean sulphate concentration
in the streams includes a large component in excess of marine or igin sulphate.
T he presence of the sulphate in the streams is balanced by base cations in
•
the well buffered catchments and by hydrogen and aluminium in the more
acidic sites. This leaching of aluminium into the streams is mwironmentally
damaging and of pr ime interest in thc study of acidifi cation. The partial
•
pressures of thc carbon dioxide in thc streams have been deduced for the
streams usirig the equil ibrium relation given by the fol lowing equation:
(14C0 i )
I<CO2 Eq. 1{CO2(aq)}
CO2 is the partial pressure of carbon dioxide present in the stream.
•
KCO2 is an equil ibr ium constant.
•
0•
• This equation is used by the M A GIC model to determine stream bicarbonate
concentrat ions. with GO2 as a parameter for the model. The median value
for CO2 in the streams is 4 times the atmospheric part ial pressure of carbon
•
dioxide. This value was used in the model with the soi l CO2 partial pressure
set equal to ten times the stream value.
•
•
0
0
•
•
0
0
0
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••
• Descr ip tion of the Chemica l Model
•
'Il e M odel of A cidi fication of Groundwater In Catchments (MAGIC) was used
to simulate the region. M A GIC is a dynamic model of soil and stream
•
chemistry in catchments. Developed by Cosby et al. ( 1985a- and b) MA GIC
simulates long term acidification in soi ls by incorporating several key soi l
processes in a lumped parameter representation. The catchment may be
•
represented by one or two 'boxes of homogeneous soil conditions. In each
box the soil character ist ics arc set to mean values in either topsoi l, subso il or
the soi l as a whole, depending upon the model structure used. A mixi ng
•
tank col lects the water draining the soil thus acti ng as a sneam. Hydrologic
part it ion ing is catered for in the two-box version of MAG IC and in the single
box case an effect ive rainfall amount is assumed to pass th rough the box and
•
into the stream. A n overall equil ibr ium wi th in the soil is assumed,
incorporating the effects of five major soi l processes bel ieved to be important
in the acidif icat ion of catchments. T he cation exchange p rocess allow s M Utual
•
regulation of base cat ions. l b e model uses thc Gaines-T homas equil ibr ium
relationship (Gaines and Thomas, 1953) to formulate the representation of this
process. T his is par ticularly sui table for long term modell ing as it allows the
•
form of the exchange relationships to vary with individual cation content in
the soil . Thus cation depletion, one of t he features of acidifi cation in soi ls.
may be effectively modelled. A second process allowed for in MAG IC is the
• dissolution of carbon dioxide under high partial pressure in the soil to
produce bicarbonate (c.f. equation 1). Th is may generate alkalinity to buffer
the acidi ty in the soil . Upon emerging into the stream however , the soil
•
water releases a large part of its carbon dioxide content, thereby consuming
alkalinity in the stream. Thc rolc of carbon dioxide in the systcm is one of
resisti ng acidification and promo ting recovery when acidic stress is rel ieved.
• Sulphate adsorpt ion on the soil is a third process represented in MA GIC. A
simple equil ibr ium model is used, incorporating the I angmuir isotherm. 'Ib is
process affects the t im ing of acidif ication and recovery and may also affect the
• extent of degradation. The four th soil process in MA GI C is weathering of
base- cations. Th is is usually incorporated by specifying the weathei ing to
occur at a constant rate throughout time. i b is term int roduces a SOU r c e of
• cations to aid soil recover), and also to par tially cou nter the b end in
acid if ication to remove base cations front their cat io n exchange sues on tlw
soil . T he final process represented is that of aluminium mobi lisation. In the
• soi l this is represented by an equil ibrium with an assumed phase or G ibbsite.
•
Under acidic condit ions aluminium may be released by the soil to help provide
the cation content required to balance the net charge on the anions fil tering
through the soil . T he soi l water emerges into the stream where the chemical
•
balance is further altered as a result of carbon dioxide degassing,. This affects
the hydrogen and aluminium concentrations which adj ust to maintain an ionic
balance. In the stream the aluminium is usually represented by an equil ibr ium
•
with a phase of Gibbsitc. For the Welsh regional data Neal et al ( 1988)
show that the aluminiu m levels arc better predicted when either allowing
precipitation of aluminiu m in the -stream only when saturat ion occurs or by
•
disallowing aluminium precipi tation in the stream. 'Hie latter submodel is
used in the present simulations. In the MA GIC model allowance is made for
the effects of temperature and ionic strength on the equi li bria and also for
•
complexation of aluminium in soi l and 'in stream. "Ube equil ibrium constants
•
•
•• are mainly taken from relevant li terature. The Gaines-Thomas equilibr ium
expressions require either the base cation fractions or t heir select iv it ies to be
• specified pr ior to calculating the initial equilibrium levels. The change in
equil ibr ium level is computed thereafter at each t ime step by t racking the
predicted change in base fr actions with time. Ini tial condit ions are usually
•
taken for the year 1844, this being a representative year prior to
industrialisation and its concomitant emission of pol lutants. The catchment is
assumed to be in its pr istine condition at this time. T he soil and stream
•
water concentrations arc calculated using a specified background level of
precipi tation concentration to feed the model. T hese concentratio ns may be
set equal to the measured sca salt contribution in current precipi tat ion
•
concentrations. T he weathering rates arc specified and the model proceeds.
M ass and flux balances are kept for all key anions and cat ions and are Used
in the dynamic submodel sect ion (Cosby et at , 1985a, b). A cidificat ion in the
•
model catchment is dr iven by the trend of acid anion deposition. t h e shape
of this trend l ine for thc UK is taken from the Warren Springs Laboratory
repor t of 1983 which presents a reconstruct ion of the chronological variation
•
in sulphate emissions. T he magnitude of the trend for each pollutant is
found by scaling this trend l ine and by constraining it to pass through both
t he 1844 background level and the 1984 measured concentrat ion. The
•
hydrologic part it ion ing is assumed to be constant through t ime.
•
•
•
•• Regiona l Applica tion of the MAGIC model
T he M AGIC model may be adapted for modell ing on a regional basis by the
•
simple int roduction of M onte Carl o techniques. The idea is to assimilate
regional vari abil i ty into the model. From one site to the next arid wi thin
each sitc there wil l be di fferent weathering rates for base cations, di fferent soil
• depths and porosity, different rainfall, cation exchange capacities and
exchangeable base fractions on cation exchange sites. T here wi l l also be
di fferent chemical inputs from precipi tation. In the model these entities are
•
each represented by a model parameter. For any one site there is a
cotnbinatio n of parameter values (hat w il l correspond wi th the lu mped
equivalent that in theory could he measured on site. In pract ice the spo t
•
measurement of sonic of the model parameters and the calculat io n o f a
lu mped average fo r the catchment is extremely difficult. A s a resul t (he
model parameters are calibrated to produce a parameter set t hat yields a close
•
fit to the observed streamwater quality data. i he values for each parameter
in the calibrat ion e xe rc i se are restricted to ranges wi thin which thc site values
are expected to l ie. A cross a region the range within which a parameter may
•
lic includes the variabi li ty f rom site to sitc and is thus larger than the range
for any one site. M onte Carlo analysis allows the parameter to vary across a
wide range. The essence of the technique is to run the model repeatedly
• unti l suf fi cient information is obtained. For each run some of the model
parameters take a value randomly drawn from previously defined population
distribut ions. T hese distribut ions may be of any type but arc usually uniform,
•
tr iangular or normal. A different distribution may be used for each
parameter, if required. The idea is to combine the simulations for each run
and to calibrate the model from the ensemble.
• The calibrated set of model runs wi ll have a distr ibution of parameters that it
is hoped would 'adequately match the distributions of the observed equivalents
•
were they available. A ny knowledge of the likely covariat ion Of parameters
may be built into the M onte Carlo stage by specif ing joint distribut ions for
the .valy ing parameters. For example, if there existed correlations between
•
rainfall and elevation and between depth of soil and elevation, then a relation
between rainfal l and soi l depth inay be deduced. Usually l i ttle is known of
he parameter cova ri a tion and they arc assumed to be independent . For
•
regional analysis wi th the MA G IC model the aim is to use the Monte Carlo
technique to match the distributions of surface water chemistry across the
region. The Monte Carlo runs provide many simulations which. if the
•
parameter ranges are suf ficiently wide, should span the range of obseiv ed
chemistry. T liese simulations are employed in a calibrat ion procedure to
discard simul atio ns wi th predictions that are not witnessed wi thin the region
•
and to t ighten the model fi t. Three calibration techniques have been
employed in previous analyses using MAGIC. The fi rst is a trial and erro r
iterative estimat ion of the a priori parameter distribut ions. A few hundred
•
runs arc performed and the predicted marginal chemical distributions are
compared with thc observed. Some simulat ions are discarded to provide an
approximate best fit and the a posterior i parameter distributions of the
•
accepted simulat ions arc used as a prior i distr ibutions in a second M onte
Carlo phase. T his proccss is repeated two or three t imes before perfo rming a
large fi nal set of runs, to provide smoother predicted distr ibut ions. This
•
technique has been employed by Cosby ct al. (1988) who looked at the
•
•
••
Norwegian Lake Survey of 1974. A second technique requires the collecti on
of a large pool of simulations which arc resampled to match thc observed
joint distributions. Each of the axes of the response variables are divided
into classes and an observed relat ive f requency is calculated for each bin
formed in mol t wariate space. Simulat ions falli ng wi thin each bin are randomly
resampled to reproduce the overall relative frequency structure. Several
•
dif ferent sets of resampled simulations may- be assimilated and compared in
order to look at the uncertainty of the procedure. This type of analysis was
performed by B omberger et al . ( 1988) who also looked at the Norwegian
•
Lake Survey of 1974. l i te third calibration technique uses the same ini tial
procedure as the second. T hat is a large pool of simulat ions is assimilated
and a relative f requency count is made on the observed discrete joint
d istt ibut ions. T his third technique then forms the overall relative frequency
count of all the simulations and compares simulated to observed. Weights are
assigned to each simulation to provide a weighted relat ive f requency count that
•
is identical to the observed. Weights are calculated for each bin as the rat io
of relative frequency count for observed to that for simulated. All simulat ions
lying wi thin the bin are attributed to the bin weighting. Simulations lying in
bins where there 3re no observ ations have a weight of zero. Observatio ns
lying in bins where there are no simulat ions cannot be matched. By altering
the axis class int erval or by t ransforming any one variate the bin sti ucture
•
may be adjusted. Each strategy will have a different relative frequency
str ucture. With large bins the overall fi t of simulated to observed is coarse
and with small bins the number of simulations requi red to cover each bin is
•
large and the number of unmatched observations increases. A lternative
strategies are compared to find the one wi th the best combination of matched
observations and the precision of fit . Hornberger, Cosby & \Vright (as yet
•
unpublished) present an analysis of the Norwegian Lake data using this
approach. T he thi rd calibration technique is the one employed in this present
analysis.
•
•
•
•
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• Application to Wales
•
MA GIC has been applied to several individual sites with in the study region
•
(W hitehead et al., 1987a, b). The calibrated set of parameters formed thc
basis of the parameters that wcrc assumed to be constant across the region.
The one box version of MA GIC was chosen to run the analysis. Twelve
•
parameters were subject to M onte Carlo uncertainty (Table 3). T hese wcrc
assumed to encapsulate the greatest variabil ity across thc region. Qp is the
mean precipitation volume per year assumed to fall uniformly across the
•
region. Dur ing each run Qp is held constant throughout the timescale of
simulation. T his parameter couples with a specifi ed depth and po rosity to
enable the soil pore water vol ij ijie to be calculated. Variabil i ty in the
•
parameter Qp thus incorporates variabili ty in soi l depth and porosity to sonic:
extent. T lie hydrologic yield is fixed and is set to 0.85 for Wales. T hus
15% of the rainfall is assumed to evaporate. T he 1984 rainfall
•
concentrations of Cl and excess NO 3 and SO4 were set for each model run
by randomly sampling pre-set distributions. Within the model chloride is
assumed to be conservative allowing the a priori chlo ride rainfall concentration
•
distr ibution to be calculated from knowledge of the stream chloride
concentration distri bution and the yield. The sea salt cont ribut ion toward
precipi tation concentrat ions is determined by mult iplying thc Cl concentration
•
in rainfall by the respective sea salt ratios. Background precipitation in 1844
was set equal to the present day sea salt concentrat ions.
•
The trend of excess sulphate and nitrate deposit ion through time is scaled by
the SO4 and NO 3 parameters. The shape of the trend is taken to be equal
to the overall mean emission curve for the UK repor ted by Warrcn Springs
•
Laboratory ( 1983). Th e true shape of the trend l ine for Wales may deviate
from the overall t rend l ine but has not been reported and is hi therto
unknown. I t may be possible to set the pollutant deposit ion time trend from
•
that for industrial soot part icles deposit ion. • h ese are determined as part of
the procedure in the reconstruct ion of pl if changes in Lakes from the diatom
content of a lake bed core (Batterbce ct al. 1988). T hese analyses have been
•
performed at several sites in Wales and Scotland and the work may eventually
allow a breakdown of the incan emission trend into regional deposit ion trends.
T hc scaling ensures that the magnitude of the predic tions is reasonable. The
•
time trend in thc remaining chemical concentrations in precipi tation is
determined by using the present day excess concentrations over sea salt to
scale the trend l ine. T he present day rainfall concentrations used are shown
•
id Table 1. T hese concentrations are the same for each model run. Nit rate
in the sod is assumed to be taken up by plants. 'm e model allows
uptake rate to be specif ied wi th time. Apart from this and the
•
concentrating effect of evaporat ion, ni trate is assumed to pass straight through
to the stream. The model uptake rate for Wales was sct to 45%. CEC is
the cation exchange capacity within the soil . A wide variation in CEC was
•
allowed for in thc M onte Carlo simulat ions reflect ing the high variabil i ty of on
site measurements. Each soil horizon within the catchment may have a
di fferent CEC value and the lumped model parameter must allow for
•
uncertainty by specifying a wide range in value. WECA . WEMg and W EK arc
the weathering rates of calcium, magnesium and potassium respect ively. The
sodium weather ing rate was set to zero and thc soil and stream sodium was
•
set direct ly f rom the sodium to chloride regression l ine mentioned earl ier .
•
•
ENA , EM G, ECA and EK are the fractions of the cation exchange sites
occupied by sodium, magnesium, calcium and potassium in 1844. l b ese are
requii ed to initial ise the problem and the ranges specified are deduced fi om
knowledge of present day fract ions and knowledge of [he trend for base cation
fractions to decrease under acidification. T he total cation exchange capaci ty
wi thin the soil is held constant during each run
The carbon dioxide part ial pressure in the soi l and stream was set to 40 and
4 t imes the atmospheric part ial pressure respectively. l i e stream value was
set from the observations of bicarbonate and hydrogen. T hese settings were
held constant for each um. 'I l e value of the aluminium equil ibr ium
constant was set at log (a /A 1- ai t— = 8.55. A s mentioned previously the
aluminium submodel for the stream was ' tu rned off', with the stream levels
remaining the same as the soil levels. This allowed a fail fit to the data at
the same time as el iminating one parameter. A n intct pretat ion of t he
submodel is that there is no net aluminium precipitation in the stream on a
mean yearly basis. Other hypotheses that could have been used include:
allowing precipi tat ion only when saturat ion of aluminium occurs in the stream;
having a di fferent phase of aluminium in each site; having a depletable finite
store of aluminium encompassing a range of solubil it ies in the pristine state as
the catchment acidif ies the more soluble phases arc flushed from the soil ; ion
exchange of aluminium in the soil , wi th a fini te store; using a two box version
of MA GIC, with a mixing box at soil carbon dioxide part ial pressure before
release into thc stream; and fi t ting an empirical curve to the data which is
assumed constant through time. Each of the alternatives need to be examined
before concrete aluminium predict ions may be made. Tb e soil sulphate
adsorpt ion within the model was set f rom the single site analysis of Welsh
catchments by Whitehead et al. ( 1988). The Langmuir isotherm was set with
a half saturation constant of 150 meq/m 3.
T he model was run 2,000 t imes drawing the parameters from uniform
distribut ions whose maxima and minima are given in 'Fable 3. The results
from these runs were used in the calibration phase of the analysis
Six streamwater variables were used to calibrate the model, wi th the remainder
acting as free variables whose closeness of fit could be used as a criterion for
evaluat ing the model performance. The six variables were selected for their
importance both in terms of their magnitude and variabil i ty in the observed
data and in terms of their infl uence on the biological species in the stream.
Calcium and magnesium determine the stream water hardness, ni trate, sulphate
and chlor ide provide the acid anion content in [he stream. the stj eatti
sodium was deduced from W m ide and their regression l ine detailed earlier.
A lkalini ty is related to pH and to aluminium II I the model such that given a
value of alkalinity, the p1-1 and aluminium aie also known. 'M c 'binning'
procedure for forming the relative frequency structure for observed and
simulated entailed setting a maximum and a minimum limit for accepting
simulations. The range formed on each axis was divided l inearly to for m the
bins. The number of divisions on each axis was allowed to vary to form
alternative calibration strategics. By taking many divisions [he number of
observations matched decreases as the bin size diminishes. 13y taking few
divisions the model f it becomes coarse. The strategy that was accepted finally
is shown in Table 4.
Calcium, sulphate, alkalini ty and chloride were each apportioned five divisions,
••
• magnesium had two and nitrate three. Increasing the number of divisions for
magnesium or nit rate greatly reduced the number of observat ions that was able
•
to be simulated. A coarser fit to these vari ables was accepted. A n
al ternative would have been to run the model further to see whether the gaps
in the mismatch could be fil led. The total number of individual bins that
•
had one or more observations in them was 74. Of these 19 had no
matching simulation. I l e observations lying in these 19 bins were- thus unable
to be represented in the regional simulation along with the observations at the
• extreme unacidic end of the distributions, which were precluded by the
maximum cut of fs used in forming thc bins. In to tal 35 of the observations
could n Ot be matched. T hese were mostly unacidifi ed catch ments apart from
•
the three wi th thc lowest pI-1 values. These 3 observations had alkalinit ies
given by -35, -90 and -100 rreq/1 whereas the model predicts alkali ni t ies, for
the corresponding pH values, of less than -200 peq/1. The obseivations in the
• tail ends of the distributions could have been forced into bins by transforming
the data using logar ithmic or power term transforms. In total 252 of the
or iginal 2000 simulations were accepted by the calibr ated fi l ter. Weights were
• given to each of the 252 simulations, as described previously, thus forcing the
relative frequency of simulated to observed, using the bins, to be identical.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
 Results
•
The parameters that led to the 252 successful simulations are presented in
•
Table 3. I t is evident that these successful parameters span the complete
range allowed for in the M onte Carlo analysis. A comparison of observed and
simulated chemistry is presented in T ables 5 and 6. Good fi ts of mean value
•
are obtained for each of the four variables that were assigned five axis
divisions in the calibration procedure (ca, 50 4. alkalinity and CB. A good fit
is also achieved for magnesium despite only allowing for two divisions in the
•
calibration phase. 'El m closeness of the fit to the remaining variables is very
good considering that they were set as free variables and did not take part in
the calibration procedure (except ing NO3). The lowest alkalini ty of the
•
accepted runs was -127 geq/1. 'Ib is is despite set ting the bin minimum to
-250 heq/I ('I ble 4). 'Il e lowest alkali nity bin thus collected n o matched
observations and simulations and the effective number of alk al inity bins used is
•
4. T he fi t of sinmlated to observed distributions is thus expected to be
sl ight ly worse as a resul t. None of the other calibration variables had
'redundant' bins. Figure 2 shows the observed and simulated marginal
•
distr ibut ions for Cl, alkalini ty, 50 4 and Ca. The matches are good on the
whole although some fi ne structure is unable to be reproduced. Exact
matches would require morc M onte Carlo runs and a finer bin str ucture in
••
the calibration procedure. T he simulated distributions incorpo rate the
simulated weightings. Table 6 presents thc observed and simulated correlation
structure. The process of weight ing the simulations from the joint relative
•
frequency distributions allows a coarse match to the joint distributions. T he
table shows a close f it for most correlations, wit h the maj or ity of simulated
cor relat ions being wit hin .1 and most of the remainder wit hin .2. T he worst
•
overall fi t is for k , which is one of the variables that was not used in the
calibration procedure. T he mean value of k is 14 ri eq/l (Table 5). I b is is
small compared wi th the other three base cations and the consequences of a
•
poor fi t to t he correlation of k with the remaining variables am slight. 'The
very high simulated correlat ions for alkalin ity with A l and p11 reflect the
stroirg model relat ionship. T he fact that thc observed cor relations are also
•
high indicate that these relationships arc good approximations for this Welsh
region. 'Ibe overall regional simulation is thus seen to be quite good for the
95 more acidic catchments that the model is able to simulate. The extent of
•
icidif icatron of the region since pre-industrial times can be se e n by comparing
the present day s t r e a m chemistry with the stretun chemisuy predicted by the
model in calculat ing the background condi tions of 1844. 'Hie model predicted
•
changes in mean chemistry from 1814 to 1984 as follows: the mean pH
dropped front 6.4 to 5.6; mean alkalinity has declined from 63 to 3 peqll, and
the mean sum of acid anions (C1 + SO4 + NO3) has more than doubled
•
from 278 to 584 peq/1. Breaking down thc pH changes reveals that 40 of
the catchments have a simulated pH drop less than .5, 37 catchments show a
p11 drop between .5 and 1.5 and 18 catchments show a drop in pH greater
•
than 1.5 uni ts. The number of catchments represented in any par ticular
chemical class is determined by summing the weights of all the simulations
fall ing within that class. Figurc 3 shows thc regional weighted marginal
•
distribut ions in 1844 and 1984 simulated for alkalini ty, calcium, sulp hate and
hydrogen. A lso shown arc the model predict ions for equil ibrium wi th a
pollut ant deposit ion loading that is 70% of its present level. 'The model may
•
take up to 10 years from the end of the deposition reduction period to arrive
•
•
••
•
at its final equilibrium. The precise number of years taken is dependent upon
the rapidity of thc change and the strength of sulphate adsorpt ion in soi ls
across the region. Wi th high sulphate adsorption the recovery process may be
•
delayed, l i ic alkalinity across the region is seen to slightly deteriorate further
under a 30% reduction in deposit ion. Calcium shows a slight return toward
the 1844 condit ions whereas the hydrogen remains more or less the same: The
•
large change in sulphate from 1844 to 1984 refl ects the enormity of pol lutant
loading since industr ialization.
•
The accepted model parameters were fed back into the model in an attempt
to assess thc abil i ty of the region to recover from acidification. Several futin e
deposit ion scenarios were used and the final equil ibr ium stream water quali ty
•
variables were saved. Figure 4 shows the effect of reduct ion in pollutant
deposit ion on both alkalini ty and pH . T he future forecasts arc compai ed
wi th the present day. T he figure indicates that a reduct ion of 30% in
•
pollutant deposition is requi red to halt acidif ication in Wales and that
reduct ions greater than this may start to reverse the acidif ication in most sites.
A ll sites show a recovery of at least .2 in pH under a 70% reduction
•
scenario. Table 7 shows the results for 30%, 50% and 70% reduct ion in
deposition, these refl ect ing scenarios that are currently believed to be
achievable. Overall , by decreasing deposit ion of pollutants it is seen that the
•
alkal inity and pH will r ise whereas the base cation concentrations wil l fall. This
decline in base cation concentrat ion in the stream is due to the decline in
acid anion pol lutants. Less cations are requi red to make an ion ic charge
•
balance and so less cations are removed from the soi l. T hus deposit ion
reduct ions may lead to a recovery in the base cation fraction on thc soi l
cation exchange sites leading to a recovery in stream acidity.
•
•
•
Discussion and Conclusions
• A regional model of a part of Wales, believed to be sensitive to acid
deposition, has been presented. T he model has been used to predict the
•
extent of acidi f icat ion through the region and has enabled a dose-effect type
of relat ionship, for reducing the deposition of acid pollutants, to be predicted.
The model has been tested against present day joint distributions of water
chemistry . The simulated range of pl I decline across the region is
compatible wi th that repor ted by I3atterbee et al. ( 1988), who looked at the
evidence for acidificat ion of several lakes, in the same study region, using
110 diatom analysis. T he observed present day chemistry is f itted wel l by the
model providing conf idence for predictions and reconstructions. Assuming thc
catchments across the region to be broadly similar in !espouse to acidif ication,
•
the present day chernistly may represent the response of any one si te through
time. The idea is that all of the catchments wil l be at a di fferent stage of
acidi ficat ion. Sonic wil l have been poorly buffered from the start and wil l be
•
highly acidif ied whereas others will have been buffered to a greater extent.
Col lectively they may allow a substitut ion of space for time in t he
interpretation of the sampling variable. I f this is the case then predicti ons
•
using the same relat ionships may be assumed to be reasonable. A nother
indirect way of testing the in odd is to use thc predictions to feed biological
models of fish density, survival and fl oral and macroinvertebrate speciation. The
•
result of this two stage modell ing may be compard with biological evidence for
trends in acidification. For example there may be anecdotal evidence of fish
toss from streams and lakes which may allow the t iming of keystones in
•
acidi fication to be pinpointed. Ormerod et al. (1984) use the resul ts of this
present analysis to feed such biological models. Thc timing of acidi fication
has not been presented as the key to the time trend is the deposi tion
•
sequence of pollut ants since 1844. The model uses reported mean emissions
for the UK in t hat period to predict the deposit ion t rend l ine. Th is may or
may riot accurately portray the actual trend l ine felt in \Vales. Further
•
evidence is required and this may come from the record of histor ical
deposi tion of carbonaceous soot part icles in lakes. These are assumed to
or iginate in coal burning, which is also one of t he processes that emits
•
pollutants into the atmosphere. T he model has been used to indicate possible
future trends for acid ificat ion in Welsh catchments. It must be remembered
that reductions in deposition were used in the analysis. To see how these
relate to reductions in emissions a model of atmosphenc pollutant t r a nsp o r t
must be used and applied to Wales. Several models of this type have been
devised aod it is envisaged dial the model l ink h um emission to deposi tion to
•
stream water qual ity arid its biological consequence is a real possibil ity.
•
•
•
•
•
•
D IB L E I. Rainf all a t f if ty sites in wales 1983/ 84
(all units peq/1. except for pH)
M ean M edian Standard
Deviation
•• TA B L E 2 Mean yea r4) s tream ch em istry over 130 samp ling sites in
Wales
•
•
•
(Units are in geg/L except for Al (,nnol/L), pH and PCO2 (PCO2 x 10'3-5 is
(he partial pressure of ca rbon d ioxi(le in the stream in atmospheres))
•
•
Mean Standard
Deviation
Minimum Maximum
•
5.6 0.7 4.2 7.3
Ca 130.9 9 1.7 40.4 862.3
• Mg 111.5 113.4 44.4 393.2
II Na 220.1 62.0 149.1 640.0
l< 13.4 9.8 5.4 89.0
• SO 4 153.7 64.4 49.1 507.4
•
a 267.4 86.2 167.0 918.0
HCO 3 75.5 87.3 0.7 604.1
0 H 1.9 3.4 0.05 24.0
•
All; 30.6 125.4 - 206.9 1103.9
PCO2 7.25 7.6 1.0 51.2
• A ri l - 6.3 4.3 0.7 24.3
TA BL E 3 . Ranges f or the p aram eters used in the Monte-Carlo
sim ulations f or Wales. The p arameters are d efi ned in
the tex t
(The a pr iori distributions are all rectangular. S.D. stands for Standard
Deviation).
••
TA BL E 4 Calibration p rocechire: bin selection f or fi n al calibration
•
Variable M inimum Maximum Number of
•
(geq/1) (peq/l ) axis divisions
•
•
a 160 4100
• N O 3 0 60
•
•
T otal accept ance simulations: 252
• otal obscrvations matchcd: 95
Number of occupied bins: 74
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
••
•
•
•
0
•
•
Units are peq/1 except for alum inium (mg/1) and pH.
•
To tal A 2 is to ta l inorganic labile alum inium
"(A BL E 5 Comp anson of sim ulated and observed stream chem istry
(observ ed in brackets)
Variable Mean Min Max.
pli 5.6 (5.6) 4.5 (4.2) 6.5 (6.6)
Ca 105 ( 106) 42 ( 40) 202 (203)
Mg 87 ( 86) 40 ( 44) 160 ( 135)
Na 206 (202) 152 ( 149 ) 295 (289)
K 14 ( 11) 4.6 (5.4) 38 ( 35)
1.30 4 138 ( 138) 52 (49) 284 (277)
C L 246 (244) 176 ( 167) 379 (365)
Alkalin ity 2.8 (2.9) - 127 (-14 1) 89 (90)
Tota l  A 2 0.16 (0.18) .01(.02) 0.96 (0 .67)
NO3 25 (20) 2.3 (7.1) 60 (60)
00
O TA BL E 6 Sim ulated (2nd observed correlation m atrices
•
a) Simula ted, us ing we ighted correla tion:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• .
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
To tal
C I SO 4 Na K Mg Ca p1-1 Al Alk NO3
CI. n . 1 .3 .3 .1 .3
50 4 .2 .5 .2 .2 . 1
Na I .3 .3 . 1 .0 .3
K
Mg
.0 .0 2 .0
c
. 1 .0
C I .0
.2 5
Total AI .0 - .5 .4 .8
Alka linity .0 .1 .5 .6 ' .
NO3 .3
b) O bse rved:
.1 .3 .0 .1 .3 - . 1 .2 2
Tota l
CI SO4 Na K Mg Ca ul l A l All; NO3
C I .
SO 4 .2
2,
.5
.2
3
Na 7. .5
.0 .0
K
.2 .5
Mg -I
Ca .3 .6
pl i ,4 .5
• otal A I .0 .2 .3
A lka linity .0 .5 .5
NO 3 3 2 .4 .0
••
•
l A BL E 7 Stream concentrations in equil ibrium with reduced
depositions.
•
•
•
•
••
•
%A BL E 7 con tinued
c) Effect of a 30% reduction in deposit ion
• Variable Mean Standard Minimum Maximum
Deviation
•
ti ll 5.4 0.4 4.5 6.5
• Ca ram/L. 80.7 18.8 17.1 154.3
•
Mg 14 1. 69.6 9 1 40.2 117.6
•
N a rteq/1.,
SO4 gen/L
203.2
104.8
16.0
15.5
152.8
43.7
294.2
203.6
•
CI  geo/L 246.4 23.0 175.8 379.2
0
A I k treq/1,
A 2 mg/L.
6.8
17
25.7
.10
-  125.7
.01
82.3
.90
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Regional modelling of acidity in the Galloway region in South West
Scotland
Musgrove T..1.1, Whitehead,P.G.' and Cosby,  B. J . 2
1Institute of Hydrology, Wallingford, Oxon, UK.
2 Dept. of Environmental Sciences, University of
Virginia ,U.S.A
ABSTRACT
• Regional scale surface water characteristics of the Galloway area of
south west Scotland are simulated using the MAGIC model of acidification
of groundwater in catchments. Data from several studies within the area
• are pooled to provide a large, single data set for calibrating the model.
The Monte Carlo technique is employed with the MAGIC model to produce a
wide ranging model response encompassing the observed chemical features of
• the region. The simulation indicates that a substantial portion of the
Galloway area has been significantly acidified during the past 140 years
and that future sulphate deposition levels must be reduced significantly
in order to achieve even partial recovery.
INTRODUCTION
The south west region of Scotland (Figure 1) is believed to be
• particularly vulnerable to the effects of acidic deposition, Wright and
Henrikson (1979). Reports of long term changes in acidic status of lakes
and streams combine with reports of a decline in fish populations to
• present a picture of concern to freshwater fisheries and environmentalists
alike (Battarbee and Flower, 1986, Burns et al., 1984). Action to reverse
the observed trends can only be effectively prescribed once the processes
within the catchment soils that transform acidic precipitation into stream
water pollution are understood. Practical experimentation in the
laboratory and in the field can help to explain part of the story. The
• picture for soils, however, is obscured in the field by their
heterogeneous nature, and in the laboratory by the inability to exactly
reproduce field conditions. Mathematical models are very useful as an aid
• to undestanding the intrinsic processes in complex systems such as the
soil—water chemical interaction through time and space. By using models,
hypotheses may be tested by simulating processes and the results compared
to their measured counterparts. Useful information may often be deduced
irrespective of the outcome of the comparison.
411
411
411
In th is study we use a well documented and extensively used mode l of
411 groundwater in catchments (the MAGIC model) to perform a regional analysisof lakes and streams in South West Scotland. Instead of mode lling each
lake and stream separately we pool them all and model the overall
411 probability density functions of water chemistry variables . We use theMonte Carlo technique to run the model 880 times, taking for each run a
d ifferent set of parameters randomly sampled from spec ified d istributions.
411 The runs that enab le us to match the observed distributions areinvestigated to determine the sensitivity of the model results to the
individua l parameters. The changes that have occured in the region as a
411 result of increased deposition during the past 140 years are simulated anda possible future scenario of deposition is investigated.
411 ANALYSIS OF CHEMICAL DATA FOR THE GALLOWAY REGION
411 The Galloway Region of South West Scotland contains many lochs and
streams that drain moorland, forest and pasture catchments. The bedrock
411 consists main ly of lower palaeozoic rocks of Ordovician and Siluriansystems with a few intrusions of Gran ite of the O ld Red Sandstone era
(Harriman et a l., 1986). These catchments have only a thin cover ing of
411 unconso lidated g lac ia l till, often c losely related to the nature of theunderlying rocks (Greig , 1971). Many catchments in the region are covered
by a blanket layer of peat of between 50 and 100 cm thickness. The
411 southern part of the region is reported to have a higher ca lc iteavailab ility than the northern part. (Welsh et al., 1986, Edmunds and
Kinniburgh , 1986). The mean yearly rainfall ranges from .8 to 2.4 metres
411 with a mean of 2.0 metres. The concentrations of the major ions indicatethree important sources; terrestrial input of Ca.Mg,Al,HCO3 as products of
weathering ; atmospher ic pollution input of H,NH4,NO3 and SO4; and
411 atmospheric input of seawater salts Na,C l,Mg and SO4 (Wright et al., 1980)The d istribution of these ions varies spatially with a regional character .
Concentration of all the major ions is higher nearer the coast to the
411 south . Pollutant concentrations are higher as a result of the location ofthe sulphur em ission areas to the south and the south east of Ga lloway.
Weathering is highest in the more ca lcareous Silurian and Ordovician rocks
411 to the south rather than the slowly weathering harder Granitic intrusionsto the North. Sea sa lts are more evident nearer the coast. The pH of
precipitation is 4 .1 to 4.4 and contains a large excess sulphate
411 proportion (Wright and Henrikson, 1979). The region as a whole isbelieved to be highly sensitive to acid ic deposition and is therefore a
useful area for scientific study.
411 Data sets from four separate investigations in Ga lloway were used inthe study. Firstly, Edmunds and Kinniburgh (1986) samp led sites during the
wet summer of 1985 as part of a larger survey of groundwaters throughout
411 the United Kingdom. They took spot samples from springs, shallow wells,boreholes and river baseflow from a 20 km by 25 km area extending from
Wigtown in the south to Loch Macaterick in the north and from the River
411 Luce to the east to the Waters of Ken to the west. The study encounteredthe full range of Galloway bedrock but sampled few coastal sites.
Secondly, Wright and Henrikson (1979) took spot samples from 72 lochs and
411 39 streams during the wet period in 19-26 April, 1979. The data was
compared to an area of similar acidic susceptibility in Norway. The area
of study was 70 km by 50 km and covered the entire Ga lloway region . These
411 samples thus enveloped the complete spectrum of Galloway chemistry.
Th ird ly, Flower et al. (1987) looked at the water quality and diatom
content of 34 Ga lloway lochs in November 1984 and aga in in July 1985 . The
411
411
411
411
411 study area once aga in encompassed the whole of Ga lloway . Finally, Harrimanet al. (1986) sampled 22 lochs and 27 streams, look ing at :he ir chem istry
and their fish populations . The region of study was limited mainly to the
411 Granitic area between loch Dee and loch Doon in a 20 km by 15 km area .A summary of each data set is presented in Table 1. It is seen that
the highest mean pH leve ls were recorded by Flower et al (1985 ) in their
411 July sample and by Edmunds and Kinniburgh (1986), for whom the shallowwell and borehole samples show the more alka line groundwater chemistry.
The latter study a lso shows the highest base cation concentrations . The
411 data from Harriman et a l. (1986) shows low base concentrations indicativeof the slowly weathering, ac id ic Granite reg ion away from the coast and
the em iss ion sources. Of the major anions. SO4 !eve ls are more or less
411 similar aL approxinate ly 158 nenj mj, but C: is noto variable ranging from148 to 385 med/m3.
The probab ility density d istr ibdL ons of correspond ing chem icals
411 within data sets are roughly triangu lar with a ta il o f varying length. Thetail values affect the mean resulLs :n iab le i by shifting them from their
respective median va lues. Th is effect is greatest for the three data sets
411 with a low number of samples . The distribution of pH has three peaks, at4.5,6.1 and 7.1, for each of the studies except for that of Harriman et
al. who sample the most acidic area and hence on iy show the lower two.
• The data were pooled together to yield a large data set whose samples
covered a variety of conditions produced by both spatial and temporal
variation within the region . The samples were all taken within a five year
411 period, and it was assumed that the pooled set could represent the meanstate of the region during those five years. The time scale of the model
is large compared to this and the errors introduced by such an approach
411 were considered to be outweighed by the benefit of utilising all of thedata to get a more accurate representation of region as a whole during
that time. The overall mean results are presented in Table 1. Probabiliity
411 density functions showing the three peaked pH distribution and the longtailed "triangular" distribution for calcium, but also typica l of each of
the major ions, are shown in Figure 2.
• A cluster analysis was performed on the data in an attempt to
categorize groups of data linked by a comnon chemical make up. The minimum
variance method of Ward was used to cluster the data (Ward, 1963) and the
411 algorithms used were those available in the Statistical Analysis Systemscomputer package (SAS user guide, 1983). The clearest division of the
data was obtained by forming six clusters. Two main c lusters contained 322
411 and 74 of the tota l sample of 453 sets of measurements, and four minorclusters effectively accounted for the long tails of the distributions for
the appropriate chemicals. Table 2 shows summaries of the two major
411 c lusters. Cluster 1 has a mean pH of 5.3 and inc ludes all the low pHsites. Concentration of all major ions is low, e .g. mean Ca is 83 meg/m3
and mean SO4 is 120 meg/m 3. This is contrasted by Cluster 2 wh ich has high
411 values for ions (Ca is 412 meg/m3  and SO4 is 216 meg/m3, see Figure 2,with a mean pH of 6.4 . The differences may be interpreted by assuming that
cluster 1 contains the more acid ic sites on and around the Granitic
411 regions to the north of the Galloway region, and that c luster 2 representsthe area with Silurian and Ordovician bedrock near to the coast. Cluster 2
chemistry thus reveals the prevalance of higher deposition rate of sea
411 salt and of atmospheric pollutant and also the h igher source of weatheredminerals. The main interest focuses upon cluster 1 as representing the
most acid sensitive subd ivision, and here only the simulation for c luster
411 1 is presented.
•
•TABLE 1
Data set
A SUMMARY OF DATA FROM EACH STUDY
(MINIMUM,MEAN,STANDARD DEVIATION,MAXIMUM)
all meg/m3  except Al( mg/i)
pH Al Na K Ca Mg Cl 504 NO3
Kinni- m:n 4.2 .01 96 O . 19 16.5 28.2 37.5 O.•
burgh mean 5.8 .21 277 26.7 329 158 253 159 49.5
std .85 .21 153 65.3 38.7 171 192 112 125.5
Edmunds nax 7.3 .8 1095 644 2136 1242 1291 1041 728•
(1986)
Wright min 4.3 .01 101 1 6 21 37 47 O.•
& Hen- mean 5.4 .19 210 19.8 174.5 107 233 163.8 35.5
rikson std .92 .18 113 16.1 300 95 143 77 65
(1980) max 7.6 1.1 761 176 1811 403 930 478 460
Harri- min 4.2 .01 100 3 15 34 100 88 1
man mean 5.2 .17 143 9 139 78 148.6 150.5 11.3•
et al. std .6 .1 29 2.3 92 31 32 36 6.6
(1986) max 8.0 .62 257 13 1325 429 232 279 45
Flower min 4.4 .1 1748 4.6 14 38 90 54 .7
et al. mean 5.5 .21 286 13.4 134 121 385 161.5 17
(1984) std .9 .11 138 12 114 83 179 85 31•
max 7.0 .43 765 56.3 400 340 935 358 171
Flower min 4.5 .07 135 3.1 23 37 87 70.8 .7•
et al. mean 6.0 .27 276 14.7 166.3 116 298 139 7.5
(1985) std 1.3 .4 164 14.6 142 88 163 67 7.2
max 7.2 .59 717 64 518 356 899 320.6 31.4
overall mean 5 .65 .21 248 21.5 248.6 132 250.4 158 31
411
411
411
TABLE 2 SUMMARY OF THE TWO MAJOR CLUSTERS
411 Variable number mean standard minumum maximum
deviation
411 CLUSTER 1Al 322 .312 .16 .01 1.05
Ca 322 82.9 52.9 6.0 339.3
411 C lSO4 322 189.8 80.1 28.2322 120.3 42.7 37.4 541.5341.5
pH 322 5.34 79 4.18 7.38
411 NO3Mg 322 8.75 13.3 3.57322 69.0 31.7 16.5 89.0310.2
Na 322 184 7 60.2 1.0 404.3
411 K 322 8 6 11.4 2.6 130.5
CLUSTER 2:
411 AlCa 74 112 .11 .0174 412.1 120.0 196.1 42748.5
Cl 74 332.2 135.5 87.4 631.7
411 504pH 74 6.4 .5674 216.5 80.9 99.95.38 449.77.44
NO3 74 54.8 57.8 3.57 298.4
411 Mg 74 204.9 73.1 90.574 361.3 110.2 169.6 477.2Na  776.1
K 74 31.6 30.4 2.5 181.6
411
411 DESCRIPTION OF MODELLING TECHNIQUES
The region was mode lled using the Model of Acid ification In
411 Catchments (MAGIC ), developed by Cosby et al. (1985a and b ). This is alumped parameter long term simulation model of so il and surface water
quality. In the MAGIC model, five soil processes are identified as hold ing
411 the key to understanding the ac idification processes in soils. These are:formation of a lkalinity in the so il from dissolution of carbon dioxide
he ld at high partial pressure (Reuss and Johnson, 1985); mineral
411 weathering of base cations as a source within the catchment; anionretention by the so il, e .g. sulphate adsorption; aluminium mobilisation
and dissolution of aluminiun minerals; and cation exchange by the soils.
411 Dynamic variation in the catchnent soil condition is included in the modelby forming a mass balance for each of the major anions and cations
(presented by Cosby et a l. 1985b). Equilibrium is assumed for each time
411 step with changes between time steps monitored by the ion flux budgets.The sulphate subsection of the model is investigated in detail by Cosby et
al. (1986b). Initia l conditions for the model are ca lculated by assuming
411 an equilibrium with background chemistry prior to industr ialisation in1844. This background chemistry is calculated using the present sea salt
rainfall contribution as the 1844 precipitation concentration, and by
411 taking the weathering rates to be constant throughout the time periodconsidered by the mode l. Deposition of 504, CL , NO3 are specified as an
input to the mode l. The trend of Sulphate deposition during the past 140
411 years is taken from findings of the Warren Springs laboratory in 1983. Theeffect of catchment flora is modelled as sink terms for the appropriate
ions. Neal et al. (1986 ) and Whitehead et al. (1987) use this facility to
411 simulate the effect of forest growth on stream acid ity. The model has asimple component for the add itional effect of organic chemistry , which has
been applied by Lepisto et a l. (1987) to simu late an organically rich
411
••
•
catchment in eastern Finland. An analysis of the uncertainties inherent in
411 the model is proffered by Hornberger et a l (1986), whereas Musgrove et
a l. (1987 ) investigate the precision of the simulation results.
Ver ification of the model has been attempted by comparing model
411 simulations to palaeocological reconstructions of pH for sites in Norway,Scotland, Sweden and America (Wright et al., 1986). The use of the model
for regional ana lysis is illustrated by the study of Cosby et a l. (1987),
411 who simulate the regiona l characteristics of the chemistry of 208 lakes inNorway.
For this study the model was set up for Monte Carlo analysis. In this
411 techn ique, several arbitrary parameters are randomly se lected from aprescribed parent d istribution prior to running the mode l. This is
repeated many times in order to build up a set of runs, each with a
411 different set of parameter values. The statistical properties of the
collection of runs are then analysed. Examples of th is techn ique applLed
to water quaiity problems are presented in idhitehead and Young (1979 ),Spear
411 and Hornberger (1980a and b ) and Spear and Hornberger (1983). The twelveindependent model parameters that were varied are : the mean annual
precip itation, QP; the sulphate deposition rate for 1982, 504; the cation
411 exchange capacity, CEC: the weathering rates of the base cations, WECA,WENA, WEMG , WEK; the log10 selectivity coeffic ients SALCA, SALMG, SALNA,
SALK; and the thermodynamic equilibrium constant for the a luminium
411 hydrox ide d isso lution, KAL.
The results of the present analysis were investigated using the
generalised sensitivity approach of Spear and Hornberger (1980a and b).
411 This method compares the simulations that accurately reproduced observedfeatures of chemistry (the "behav iour criterion") with those that did not.
It then investigates the ner its of the hypothesis that the set of
411 parameters g iv ing rise to a successful simulation and the set ofparameters failing to do so have the same parent distribution . This
hypothesis is tested for each parameter individually assuming them to be
411 independent . The force with which the hypothesis is rejected is strongest
for those parameters to which the achievement of a successsful result is
most sensitive. A pattern recognition technique based on the
411 Fukunaga-Koontz transformation (Fukunaga and Koontz, 1970) is employed to
determine any linear combinations of parameters that the mode l response is
sensitive to . Th is technique has been previously applied to MAGIC by
411 Hornberger et al. (1986 ) and Cosby et a l. (1987).
MONTE CARLO RESULTS
411
Cosby et a l (1986a ) set up the MAGIC model to simulate one of the
Loch Dee catchments. Th is catchment is located in the middle of the region411 described by cluster 1. For the present analysis we initially set up the
model in the same way in order to simulate cluster 1. Table 2 indicates
that for cluster 1 the effect of NO3 is small. This is possibly due to a411 near equ ilibrium between the input sources to the catchments and the plant
uptake sinks within the catchment. The uptake rate was set more or less to
balance the source for this simulation. The ranges from which the411 parameters that were drawn in the Monte Carlo analysis are shown in table
3. The mode ind icates the peak for the triangular distributions (a
negative mode indicates that the distribution was rectangular ). The411 specified ranges are wide in order to encompass the entire spread of
parameter combinations that are able to reproduce cluster 1 chemistry. The
extent of the range is limited, however, to those values that may be411 experienced in the fie ld . The behaviour constraint was chosen such that a
run was considered successful if its simulated chemistry for 1982 fell
within the range of values between the appropriate 5 and 95 percentiles of
411
the cluster 1 chemistry.
Of 880 runs, 530 were successful in reproduc ing the features of
cluster 1 regional chemistry, and these are summarised in Tab le 3. Table 4
shows the behaviour constraint "windows" -and a summary of the simulated
chemistry. Figure 3 shows the observed and simulated probability density
functions of the cluster for Cl,SO4 and Ca . Good fits about the mean value
are seen for Ca ,C 1 and SO4 and the shapes of the simulated d istributions
for these three variables are also good . The fits are worst at the tail
ends, resu lting from e ither specifying a too narrow range of parameter for
the Monte Carlo ana lysis or from the sampling of the triangular
distributions failing to pick up the extremes. The simulated distribution
for pH is compared to the observed distribution in Figure 3. The
simulation enabled the complete range of pH value, present in the region
defined by cluster 1, to be reproduced. The bias towards reproduc ing the
lower pH chemistry possibly lies with the model being set up to reproduce
a poorly buffered, high ly acidic catchment response . Whilst this is
adequate for the major ity of cluster 1 sites, it may be iess good for the
remainder. A.ternatively, a better match may a lso have been achieved by
selecting the parameters from more sophisticated distributions than the
rather crude triangu lar ones that were used . By matching more closely of
the uppermost part of the pH d istribution, the upper ta il end of the other
distributions would also have been better matched.
(WECA,WEMG,WENA,WEK and 504 have units of meg m-2year-i3OP
depth over the catchment,CEC in meg/kg)
is in metres
REGIONAL CHEMISTRY CHANGES OVER TIME
The historical changes in the distributions of va lues of the
simulated chemicals were ascertained by saving the output for 1844 and
1982. The future deposition was modelled as a linear decrease to 30% of
the 1982 level by the year 2001. This is merely one of many possible
scenarios and is used only to illustrate the potentia l use of the model
for regional pred iction . The regional levels of chemica l concentrations in
2060, under this deposition seguence,were also looked at. The results are
shown in Figures 4 and 5.
For c luster 1, the MAGIC model shows a large drop in both pH and
a lkalinity over the past 140 years. The pH level falls by .8 pH unit and
a lkalinity fa lls by approximately 70 meg/m3. This is in accord with the
findings of Battarbee and Flower (1985), who report changes in pH level of
up to 1.0 pH unit during the same period, for those lochs in the Granitic
reg ion of Ga lloway . A small recovery is seen during the future scenario .
The small size of this recovery reflects the depletion in the soil of base
cations (to between 2 and 5 % in 1982). The low rate of soil weather ing in
the region enable only a slow recovery rate. The sulphate d istributions
c learly show the shift in regional concentrations simu lated as the result
of industrialisation . The preindustrialised levels are between 0 and 38
meq/m3, whereas the 1982 levels are much higher with values between 42 and
190 med/m3. The 2062 levels are reduced by about 30% , closely matching
the decline in sulphate deposition. This confirms the status of the soil
as hav ing low sulphate adsorption capability . Aluminium is seen to
increase in extent over the years, up to 36 meq/e for the most acidic
lakes . The majority of sites, however, show only a small increase . Of the
base cations, Calcium levels are seen to rise only slightly, whereas
magnesium levels show a much more substantial rise. The future scenario
shows small decreases in these cations, as a result of the partial
recovery of the soil.
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
The resu lts of the generalised sensitivity analysis are presented in
Table 5. This describes the difference between the distributions of
parameters that g ive rise to a "behaviour" and those that do not. The
Mann-Whitney statistic (M-W) indicates whether the distributions are
significantly separated along the parameter axis, and the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic (K-S) gives the greatest separation of the
two corresponding cumulative distribution functions. In both cases, a
large number indicates a high sign ificance and sensitivity of simulation
to that parameter . The greatest sensitivity as ind icated by these two
statistic's is seen for QP (M-W of 3.19) and for WECA (K-S of .219)
respectively. Parameter SO4, the 1982 deposition level, is high in both
cases. WECA has a h igh va lue for the K-S statistic and a low value for M-W
statistic . This indicates that one of the two d istributions (behaviours or
non-behaviours) is centrally placed within the domain of the other. The
central d istribution for WECA is the one for behaviours, showing a peaked,
triangu lar d istribution with a well defined band of acceptance. Thus,
whilst Lhe WECA parameter was outside the range 10 to 162 meq m-2yr-1,
there was no chance of a successful simulation.
A  method based on the Fukanaga-Koontz pattern recognition technique
was used to !ook at the sensitivity with respect to !inear combinations of
the parameters . This ana lysis reveals two eigenvectors of high
sensitivity. The first was more sensL .ive than any individual parameter ,
with M-W of 3.63 and K-S of .214. The weight of each component of the
norma lised e igenvector indicates the relative importance of Lhat component
in explaining the variance associated with it. In this way the most
important components were SO4, explaining 63% of the variance , and WECA,
explaining 22%. The results indicate that the succes of the model in
reproducing the regional characteristics for areas of high acid
susceptibility is strongly dependent on the se lection of values for the
WECA, SO4 and QP parameters (the weathering rate of ca lcium, the sulphate
deposition rate in 1982 and the mean annual rainfall during the duration
of the simulation ).
TABLE 5 RESULTS OF THE GENERALISED SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
comparison of behav iours to non-behaviours
Ill parameter Mann-Whitney Kolmogorov-Smirnov
z statistic d statistic
OP 3.19 .139
Ill 504 2.19 .204
CEC 1.59 .105
WECA .76 .219
Ill WEMG .51 .045
WENA .26 .052
WEK .52 .065III SALCA .26 .079
SALMG 1.21 .096
SALNA .24 .042
410 SALK 1.08 .092
KAL .01 .054
DISCUSSION
This analysis tends to confirm both the view that the Ga lloway region
is suscept ible to acid ic deposition and the view that a significant change
in soil conditions has occurred during the past 140 years. Falls in pH
level of up to one pH unit have been discovered for the Galloway by
Battarbee and Flower (1985) using the method of reconstrucion from study
of diatom assemb lage in the sediment of lochs. The simu lation results show
a drop in mean level of .8 pH unit. This is increased by the inability to
411
411
411
match the highest portion of the 1982 pH distribution at the same tine as
411 matching its low end. This inability also spills into the simulateddistribution for alkalinity, by cutting off the highest levels in the
simulation . A fa ir view of the changes caused by the acidification
411 processs can still be g leaned however, by noting that the lakes withhigher alkalinity in 1982 are also-those with the h igher alkalinity in
1844. Hence the simulated results are valid for those lower alkalinity
411 lakes that it represents well. The recovery under 30% deposition reductionin deposition is seen to be slight due to the depletion of base cat:on
resource on the ava ilable cation exchange sites on the so il. In
411 particular , alkalinity levels are seen to recover very little in the Rosthighly acid ified lakes.
Overall :he simulation was successful using triangular d istributions
411 for the porareters in the Monte Carlo analysis. Better reproduction of thepresent day distrik ltions could have been achieved using more complicated
d istributions to descr ibe the parameters, noting that certa in results ln
411 the behaviour cr iler:on are nore tuned in to particu lar parameters. 7orexamnle, Ca lc:un levels are strongly affected by its weathering rate and
seleCti vity coefficient. The lack of available data for verification of
411 the nodel calibration, however limits the usefulness of such a study.Without verification, fine points raised by such a sirulation night be
mere quirks of the mode l. The simulations obtained work only under the
411 assumption that the model structure is valid and that its lumpedrepresentation of parameters is valid on a regional basis . This is a
difficult assumption to prove and one is able on ly to look at the
411 simulations and see whether the model appears to represent the. regionwell. Given the assumption to be valid there are many uncertainties
within the model itself that need to be borne in mind when interpreting
411 the results or when using the model to project assumed depositionscenarios into the future. Uncertainties arise in measurement of both
precipitation and stream chemistry as a result of both intrinsic
411 uncertainty in the measuring technique and in the representat ive nature ofthe sampling plan used. In this study the results of five surveys are
used, four of which are single sample surveys. The find ings of each
411 survey have been pooled to produce an observed chemistry that may averageout, to a degree, any unrepresentative feature of any one survey. Each
submodel within MAGIC also has an uncertainty to be associated with it.
411 The true shape of the sulphate deposition trend curve , used to define thetiming of prec ipitation pollutants, has been estimated and errors may
seriously affect the timing of the onset of ac id ification. This aspect of
411 the model has been investigated by Hornberger et al., 1986, who looked atthe effect of uncertainty on a single site prediction using MAGIC. The
a luminium submodel contains a cubic equilibrium between a luminium and
411 hydrogen activit ies. Assuming an equilibrium model to be va lid, there isuncertainty in the order of the relationship. A fit to observations at one
po int in time may be found for mahy d ifferent orders and the future
411 predictions and past reconstructions may be very different for each one.Monte Carlo simulat ions are an excellent means of encountering the
complete range of model response to uncertainty in parameters. The
411 sensitivity of the model simulations to parameter value on a single sitebasis is presented by Musgrove et al., 1988, who use the Monte Carlo
method to generate estimates of the uncertainty of model pred ition . The
411 results for pH are in exce llent accord with palaeoco logical pHreconstructions for the same site. On a regional basis, the model appears
capab le of simulating well the main bulk of the chemistry distribution but
411 is less able to match the extreme values.
CONCLUSIONS
The MAGIC lumped parameter model of groundwater in catchments can be
coup led with Monte Carlo trechniques to provide a useful method of
• _simulating long term regional response to acidic depos ition. The
sensitiv ity of simulatien to parameters in the model is seen to be
dependent on the weathering rate of calc ium, the level of deposition of
• sulphate and the mean annual rainfall for a region with low weathering
rates and low sulphate adsorption . The response of the region to a future
deposition scenar io is gleaned from the model and after a pro longed period
• of depos ition the ability of the region to recover from the historical
deposition sequence is seen to decrease throughout the lifetime of the
deposition sequence. Major future reductions in deposition are requ ired
• to produce a sign ificant recovery in the Galloway region of South West
Scotland .
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The de mand for long-te rm sc ie ntifi c ca p a bilities conce rning the
res ources of the land and its fre shwate rs is ris ing sharp ly as the
• powe r of ma n to change his e nvironme n t is growing, and with
it the scale of his impact. Co mprehe ns ive rese arch facilities
(labo rator ies , fi eld stud ies, comp uter mo d e lling, instrum e nta tion,
remote se nsing) are need e d to pro v ide solutions to the
cha llengmg proble ms of the modern w o rld in its conce rn for
appropriate and sympathe tic ma nage me n t of the fragile syste ms of
the land 's surfac e .
• The  Terres trial and Fres hw ater Scie n c es  Directorate of the
Natural Environme nt Rese a rc h Counc il b rings toge the r an
e xce ptionally wide rang e of a pp ropriate d iscip lines (che mistry
b iolog y e ngine ering, p hysics , geology, g e ography, mathe ma tics
and comp ute r sc ience s) comprismg on e of the world's larg est
bodies of establis hed e nvironmental e x p e rtise . A staf of 550,KO large ly g rad ua te and p rofessional, from fo ur Ins titutes at e le ven
labo rator ies and fi eld stations and two U n ive rsity units provide
the spe cialise d knowled ge and e xpe rie n c e to me e t national and
inte rna tional needs in three m ajor areas -
*
La nd Use and Natural Re s o urces
Environme ntal Quality and Pollution
•
Ecology and Conserva tion
